
IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA 

(WESTERN CAPE DIVISION, CAPE TOWN)

Case No: 17327/2020

In the application between:

TREVO CAPITAL LTD Applicant / Intervening Party

and

HAMILTON BV First Respondent

HAMILTON 2 BV Second Respondent

STEINHOFF INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD Third Respondent

In re the matter between

HAMILTON BV First Applicant

HAMILTON 2 BV Second Applicant

and

RespondentSTEINHOFF INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD

FILING SHEET

-o-
Bowmans
D de Klerk/J de Hutton/6186596
Box 43
021 480 7800



BE PLEASED TO TAKE NOTICE THAT the Applicant presents herewith for 

filing the following:

1. Supporting affidavit of Paul Ronald Potter;

2. Supporting affidavit of Michael John Morris;

3. Supporting affidavit of Peter Andrew Berry;

4. Supporting affidavit of Andre Frederick Botha;

5. Supporting affidavit of Francois Johan Malan; and

6. Supporting affidavit of Warren Wendell Steyn.

DATED at CAPE TOWN on this 19th day of FEBRUARY 2021.

TO: THE REGISTRAR
High Court
CAPE TOWN

Attorneys for the Applicant/ 
Intervening Party 
22 Bree Street
CAPE TOWN
(Ref: D de Klerk/J de
Hutton/6186596)
Tel: 021 480 7934
Fax: 021 480 3280
Email:
deon.deklerk@bowmanslaw.com
juliette.dehutton@bowmanslaw.co 
m

INC

de

mailto:deon.deklerk@bowmanslaw.com
mailto:juliette.dehutton@bowmanslaw.co


AND TO:

AND TO:

ADAMS AND ADAMS
Attorneys for First Respondent and Second Respondent
Lynnwood Bridge
4 Daventry Street
Lynnwood Manor
PRETORIA
Email: iac.marais(5)adams.africa

mia.deiager(a)adams.africa
c/o Adams and Adams
22nd Floor
2 Long Street
CAPE TOWN
(Ref: S Yeates / W Britz) /
Email: steven.yeats@adams.africa & wensel.britz@adams.africa

WERKSMANS ATTORNEYS
Attorneys for Third Respondent 
Level 1, No 5 Silo Square 
V&A Waterfront
CAPE TOWN
(Ref: B Olivier / STEM288.17)
Email: bolivier@werksmans.com
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA 

(WESTERN CAPE DIVISION, CAPE TOWN)

In the application between:

TREVO CAPITAL LTD

and

HAMILTON BV

HAMILTON 2 BV

STEINHOFF INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD

In re the matter between:

HAMILTON BV

HAMILTON 2 BV

and

STEINHOFF INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD

SUPPORTING AFFIDAVIT

Case No: 17327/2020

Applicant / Intervening Party

First Respondent

Second Respondent

Third Respondent

First Applicant

Second Applicant

Third Respondent

I, the undersigned,
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PAUL RONALD POTTER

do hereby make oath and say:

1. I am an adult businessman currently residing at 9 Eugene Marais Avenue, 6 

Broughton Place, Cape Town.

2. The facts deposed to herein are within my personal knowledge, save where 

the context indicates the contrary, and are furthermore true and correct. 

Where I refer to information conveyed to me by others, I verily believe such 

information to be true.

3. I have read the affidavits in the application for declaratory relief (“the 

declaratory application") instituted by Hamilton BV and Hamilton 2 BV 

(collectively referred to as “Hamilton") against Steinhoff International Holdings 

(Proprietary) Limited (“SIHPL").

4. ! have also read the founding affidavit of Johann-Dirk Enslin in support of the 

urgent application by Trevo Capital Limited (“Trevo”) for leave to intervene in 

the declaratory application, and for an order that other creditors be afforded an 

opportunity to apply to intervene in the declaratory application and to advance 

submissions concerning the relief sought by Hamilton in the declaratory 

application.

5. I have not yet had the opportunity to take full legal advice as to whether to 

intervene in the declaratory application and require an opportunity to do so. 

For the reasons set out below, however, I support Trevo’s application. More
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particularly, I agree with the contentions advanced in Mr Enslin’s affidavit 

regarding the approaches adopted by both Hamilton and SIHPL to the 

determination of classes for the purposes of a compromise in terms of section 

155 of the Companies Act 71 of 2008 ("the Act”).

6. I respectfully submit that I should be afforded the opportunity to intervene in 

the declaratory application after fully considering my position, should I be so 

minded and advised, and to advance my case regarding the appropriate 

determination of classes.

MY CLAIM AGAiNST SIHPL

7. Messrs Michael John Morris, Andre Frederick Botha, Peter Andrew Berry, 

Francois Johan Malan and Warren Wendell Steyn and I contend that we are 

creditors of SIHPL and have al! instituted action against SIHPL, as follows:

7.1. Mr Michael John; Morns and I instituted action against SIPHL on 6 

December 2019; and

7.2. Mr Andre Frederick Botha, Mr Peter Andrew Berry, Mr Francois 

Johan Malan and Mr Warren Wendell Steyn instituted action against 

SIPHL on 15 June 2020.

8. Our claims are premised on a similar cause of action namely that we have 

suffered damages in consequence of being induced by a misrepresentation 

made by SIHPL’s representatives to conclude certain contractual 

arrangements and give up certain financial benefits contractually provided for
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and which benefits (in particular the payment of a substantial bonus or 

guarantee hereinafter referred to as “the underpin”) would, but for the 

agreement(s) concluded in reliance on the misrepresentation, have accrued to 

the said plaintiffs (referred to below as “the underpin creditors”).

9. The underpin creditors claim that they were induced to conclude these 

contractual arrangements and forego these financial benefits on the basis of a 

misrepresentation as to the value of their interest in Steinhoff International 

Holdings NV made in particular by way of the publication of the 2014 annual 

financial statements of that company’s subsidiary and principal asset, SIHPL.

10. Relying on that misrepresentation the underpin creditors agreed to relinquish 

their entitlement to the underpin, which they would not have done but for the 

misrepresentation in which event the underpin would have become due and 

payable to them in a substantia! amount.

11.. In this cQgandr at the time that the contractual arrangements and the release of 

the underpin was being negotiated, SIPHL’s representatives, more particularly 

Mr Markus Jooste (being simultaneously a director of Pepkor), were aware of 

the negotiations and the reliance that would be placed by the public in general, 

and by the underpin creditors in particular, upon the representation.

12. In consequence, the underpin creditors suffered damages in amounts 

equivalent to that which they would, but for the misrepresentation, have 

received by way of the underpin.
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13. The further details of the claim are set out in the particulars of claim annexed 

hereto as "PRPT'.

THE DECLARATORY APPLICATION

14. SIHPL intends to propose a compromise of its financial obligations with three 

classes of its creditors in terms of section 155 of the Act (“the proposal"). The 

“classes” into which SIPHL has purported to divide the aforementioned 

creditors are dealt with in further detail below.

15. The broad terms of the proposal are set out in a term sheet that has been 

available on the Steinhoff NV website since 27 July 2020 (annexure FA2.3 to 

Hamilton’s founding affidavit in the declaratory application). The terms were 

slightly updated and then republished on Steinhoff NV’s website on 9 October 

2020. A copy.,of the updated tern sheet (“the term sheet’) is annexure JE1 to 

Mr Ensiin’s affidavit.

16. • The three, “classes” of creditor referred to in the term sheet are tne SIHPL
■ -*"u. ‘ ' . ■ ■ . , v ■. ? ■■ . - >. ‘ .. :

CPU Creditors (“the FC class’’), the SIHPL Contractual Claimants (“the CC 

class’’), and the SIHPL Market Purchase Claimants (“the MPC class").

17. As to the classification of the underpin creditors’ claims in the proposal, SIHPL 

has specifically excluded the underpin creditors from any potential payment to 

be made in terms of the proposal and has classified the underpin claimants as 

“Non-Qualifying Claims".
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18. This is so although the claims of other creditors who are proposed to receive a 

dividend under the proposal are also disputed. By way of example, SIHPL 

contends that the claims of both the MPC creditors and the underpin claimants 

have no prospects of success yet the MPC creditors are proposed to receive a 

dividend while the underpin creditors are excluded from any dividend and 

classified as non-qualifying.

19. This is despite the fact that the legal merits of their claims are contended to be 

identical.

20. Clearly the classification is arbitrary and designed to serve SIHPL’s tactical 

ends. By tactically classifying the claims in this manner SIHPL seeks to 

manipulate the outcome of the vote to its own ends.

-21.

Hamilton'contends in particular that the CC class and the MPC class cannot

constitute a ‘'class, o-creditor" in terms of section 155 of the Act, because both

classes comprise concurrent creditors. Instead, says Hamilton, the classes

envisaged by section 155 are those recognised in insolvency law: concurrent

creditors, secured creditors, and statutory preferent creditors. Moreover,

Hamilton contends - in effect - that the proposed settlement with the CC class

is unfair and inequitable and thus not sanctionable by a court in due course.

the proposal- frpm be^g- adopted by SIHPL’s creditors or from being

sanctioned by a ooiErt.

By way of the declaratory application, Hamilton seeks relief that would prevent
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23. I agree with Hamilton that the proposal, as it is currently envisaged in the term 

sheet, cannot be sanctioned by a court and that it is unfair and inequitable.

24. I contend further that the proposal is fundamentally flawed, inter alia, for the 

reasons set out in paragraph 48. of Mr Enslin’s affidavit.

25. In consequence, I respectfully concur that SIHPL’s classification of creditors 

as currently contained in the proposal renders the proposal unsanctk/hable by

a court.

PAUL RONALD POTTER

I certify that:

i. The Deponent acknowledged to me that:
a. He knows and understands the contents of this declaration;
b He has no objection to taking the prescribed oath; and
c. He cotKjder& the prescribed oath to be binding on his conscience.

is. - ■•■The ■ Deponent-tferecffer littered the words, “I swear that the contents of 
tf-us declaration are true, so help me God."

iii. The Deponent, signed this declaration r in my presence at
on the .C.fty.. day of .. f?. 2020’. i

COMMISSiONER OF OATHS

Full names:

Designation and area:

Street address: .X-..

I ceritythatthe DEPONENT has actoowtedged that he/sho knws aswi untfersiands the contents 
of any objection to taking the oath, aid that he/sbe acnskfers it to bo todfa on histoconsdenca 
before me on tfis the Vto day of aid that the
regulations contarfed to Government 1972, as mended/

COMMISSIONER OF OATHS (RSA) 
Dylan Bradley Pearce CA (SA)
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PARTICULARS OF CLAIM

The parties

1. The plaintiff is Paul Ronald Potter, a businessman currently residing at 9 Eugene 

Marais Avenue, 6 Broughton Place, Cape Town.

2. The defendant is Steinhoff International Holdings (Proprietary) Limited

(formerly Steinhoff International Holdings Limited), a company duly 

incorporated with limited liability in terms of the company laws of South Africa 

and having its principle place of business at Block D, De Wagenweg Office Park, 

Stellentia Road, Stellenbosch. ,

» -.-The acquisition of shares and the sendee agreement T... ' ■ ■!

.3, In or about April 201,0 Plaintiff arid a company being Pepkor Holdings (Pty) Ltd 

■ (‘Pepkor’), commended negotiations for the acquisition by Pepkor of plaintiffs 

shareholding in a company being Future Cell Proprietary Limited (‘Future 

Cell’) pursuant to which and in or about mid-2010, Pepkor acquired a controlling 

share in Future Cell.

4. In anticipation, alternatively in consequence of such sale of shares and on or 

about 1 July 2010, and at Pretoria, the plaintiff concluded a written service 

agreement with Future Cell, a copy of which is attached marked “A”, in terms ofof
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which, inter alia, the plaintiff would (notwithstanding the sale of his shares to 

Pepkor) continue to provide services to Future Cell (‘the service agreement’). 

In concluding this agreement, the plaintiff acted personally, and Future Cell was 

represented by Pieter Bouwer.”

The sale of shares agreement and BVI sale of shares agreement 

5. In terms of a written agreement concluded on 30 January 2013 and at Parow, 

Western Cape (‘the sale of shares agreement’), the plaintiff sold all of the 

shares which he then owned in Future Cell to Pepkor. In concluding the sale of 

shares agreement, the plaintiff acted personally, Pepkor was represented by 

Pieter Erasmus and Future Cell was represented by C J Klem.

. Cv ■. A copy of the sale of shares agreement is annexed marked “B.l”.

; 6A. . In terms of a writte!3-:.agreement concluded on or about 31'January 20'13 anc ht" 

. Parow, .Western Capei^Se BVf sale of shares agreement’), the plaintiff 

purchased from' Pepkor 329 581 ordinary shares in the company Business
. 1 ■r'-,.-/ 1 <e;r.-

Venture Investments Nfo. 1499 (RF) (Pty) Ltd (‘BVI’), which at the time held

some 16 104 262 ordinary shares in Pepkor. In concluding the agreement, the 

plaintiff acted personally, Pepkor was represented by Pieter Erasmus and BVI 

was represented by Bruce Baisley

7. A copy of the BVI sale of shares agreement is annexed marked “B.2”

The first addendum
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8. On or about 21 May 2013, and at Parow, the plaintiff, acting personally, and 

Future Cell, represented by C J Klem, concluded a written addendum to the 

service agreement, a copy of which is attached marked “C” (‘the first 

addendum’).

9. In terms of annexure “A” to the first addendum, the plaintiff was entitled, inter 

alia, to payment of a special bonus (referred to by the parties, and in what 

follows, as the ‘underpin’) in the event that:

9.1. the profit after taxation of Future Cell and two associated entities, Flash 

Mobile Vending (Pty) Ltd and Flash IP (Pty) Ltd earned during the 

2017/2018 financial year, exceeded R104 000 000 (‘the PAT’) (clause

3.1, read with the definitions in clause 3.2); and

9.2. the value of the BVI shares, calculated as at 30 September 2018 and in 

accordance with the provisions of a separate Put and.C^ll Option 

agreement between BVI and the plaintiff was below R50 636 968 (such 

underpin to be calculated in accordance with the formula set out in elapse 

3.3 of the said annexure A to the first addendum) (clause 3.3 read with the 

definitions in clause 3.2).

The second addendum
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10. On or about 10 July 2014, and at Parow, the plaintiff, acting personally, 

concluded a second, written addendum to the service agreement, a copy of which 

is attached marked “D” (‘the second addendum’).

11. The second addendum was concluded with Flash Mobile Vending (Pty) (‘Flash 

Mobile’), represented by C J Klem, as the business of Future Cell and Flash 

Mobile had at that time been merged in terms of section 113 of the Companies 

Act, 71 of 2008 (‘the Companies Act’), and the rights and obligations of Future 

Cell in terms of the service agreement and the first addendum had been 

transferred to Flash Mobile..

12. The second addendum amended the service agreement (and the first addendum) 

and provided that die plaintiff was entitled, inter alia, to payment of the underpin 

in the event that:

• 12.1.; the profit after’taxation of Future Cell, Flash Mobile and Flash IP (Pty) 

Ltd earnedduring>the 2017/2018 financial year, exceeded R104 000 000 

(.‘the PATt);<(ciause 3.1, read with the definitions in clause 3.2); and

12.2. the value of the BVI and BVI2 shares(being the shares referred to in the 

Put and Call Option agreements referred to below), calculated as at 30 

September 2018 and in accordance with the provisions of two separate 

Put and Call Option agreements between BVI and a related entity, 

K2013137280 (Pty) Ltd (‘BVI2’) and the plaintiff, was below

R50 636 968 (such underpin to be calculated in accordance with the
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formula set out in clause 3.3 of the said annexure A to the second 

addendum) (clause 3.3 read with the definitions in clause 3.2).

The arrangement between the defendant, Pepkor, BVI and Steinhoff NV

13. During February 2015:

13.1. Pepkor undertook a share buy-back and purchased the shares which BVI 

held in Pepkor, for an amount of R3 080 242 835;

13.2. BVI subscribed for 32 215 class D ordinary shared in Newshelf 1093 

(Pty) Ltd (‘Newshelf) at a purchase consideration of R3 080 242 835;

13.3. B VI, the defendant and Steinhoff Africa Holdings (Pty) Ltd concluded an 

■iexchaB.ge^agreement (‘the exchange agreement’) pursuant tc which BVI

. '' - exchanged-its,shares in Newshelf for 51 703 157 ordinary shares in the

i defendant at an issue price of R57 per share;

e 13.4; The defendant was at the time a public company listed on the main board
■ , 'J ‘ . t. t

of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (‘JSE’);

13.5. The resultant value ascribed by the parties to the exchange agreement to 

the ordinary shares in the defendant acquired by BVI as aforesaid, was

R2 947 079 949.
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14. Pursuant to a scheme of arrangement implemented in or about-December 2015:

14.1. the defendant was converted to a private company;

14.2. its listing on the JSE was terminated;

14.3. it became a wholly-owned subsidiary of Steinhoff International Holdings

NV (‘Steinhoff NV’), a public company listed on the Frankfurt Stock

Exchange and inwardly listed on the main board of the JSE; and

14.4. BVi’s 51 703 157 ordinary shares in the defendant were exchanged for an 

equal number of shares in Steinhoff NV, on the basis that Steinhoff NV’s 

only asset, or only, significant asset, was its shareholding in the defendant.

■ 15..■ Asva result . iw/esaid: .scheme of ' arrangement' (‘the'-'sckesse•• of ' - 

..>an‘.angement’), BVI became a shareholder in Steinhoff NV. ' . A- ■..■», •

The third addendum

16./ .’ Subsequent to th.&‘arrangement described above, and on or about 5 May 2015
. \ . t ' . : • ■' j '■ . '■ • . .-J

and at Durban, the plaintiff, acting personally and in reliance on the 

representation set out below, concluded a written, third addendum to the service 

agreement with Flash Mobile, represented by C J Klem, (‘the third 

addendum’), which provided for the deletion of the underpin provisions and as 

a result of which the plaintiff relinquished his right to the underpin. A copy of

the third addendum is attached marked “E”.
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The plaintiffs claim in delict

(i) The representation

17. Prior to and at the time of the conclusion of the third addendum and the deletion 

of the underpin effected thereby, the defendant represented that its financial 

position was as it appeared from the defendant’s 2014 annual financial statement 

(‘the 2014 AFS’) (‘the representation’).

18. The representation was made by:

18.1. the publication to the general public, including the plaintiff, of the 2014 

AFS; and

> .■>' j:. . ‘k’XZ.. .the defew®As failure tnadvise the general public, rnciuding the plaintiff,;tJ

i; 27':- S .of th&jfais.-’ statements included in the 2014 AFS whichWtdd or y’buid' .- 

; ■’ .'lot! ■ . .i-. t faaVewiastitucedprice sensitive information regarding defendant’s shares
c: Vi’’ 2 :• '/•iw'hto;

and thus the value of the BVI shares.

The defendant was ■ obliged to advise the plaintiff, as member of the general 

public, of the false statements in the 2014 AFS in that:

19.1. the true facts regarding its financial position were within the defendant’s

exclusive knowledge;

19.2. the defendant and its executives knew and intended, alternatively ought 

to have known, that the general public, including the plaintiff, would rely
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on the representation of the defendant’s financial position as it appeared 

from the 2014 AFS.

20. The representation was false, in that:

20.1. various transactions had been structured and implemented which had the 

result of substantially inflating the profit and asset values of the Steinhoff 

group (until August 2015 the defendant and its subsidiary companies) 

over an extended period;

■ 20.2. fictitious or irregular transactions were entered into with parties said to 

be, and made to appear to be third-party entities and independent of the

j. Steinhoff grottp ahd its executives, but which were in fact closely related

■'n ■>■•ark'./iod.hBidefsB.da,’^ then chief executive officer, Joest©, an-d4other

:exec%s-ives:af the'f teinhoff group or were controlled by Jocste ar^tspph . 

other executive; ,

■i .■n ':20.3...:'vdihin thetyteiniioff group, fictitious or irregular income was created at 

intermediary level, and then allocated to .underperforming operating. H 

entities as so-called “contributions” that took different forms and either 

increased income or reduced expenses in those operating entities;

20.4. documents supporting fictitious or irregular transactions were often

created after the fact and backdated;
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20.5. the assets and income of certain of the defendant’s European subsidiary 

companies were materially overstated and/or their liabilities materially 

understated;

20.6. it had the effect of overstating the defendant’s and Steinhoff NV’s 

financial position, and thus overvaluing the BVI shares.

21. The representation was:

21.1. false, to the knowledge of the defendant and its executives; alternatively

they made the representations aware of the possible lack of truth thereof, 

and recklessly; •

21.2. alternatively, negligent;
vv' 'ni'.

21.3. in any event, made wrongfully. I
■ .. U?’

22. The represehtadon/wasmiaterial and was relied upon by the plaintiff and misled

■ -:? him when, considering'whether to release the underpin, as to the value of BVTs ’ 

shareholding in the defendant and the consequent value of the BVI shares, and 

thus the need for, and value of, the underpin.

23. But for the representation, the plaintiff would not have concluded the third 

addendum, thereby relinquishing his right to the underpin.
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The revelation of the misrepresentation and the reduced value of the BVI shares

24. The misrepresentation perpetrated in the manner set out above, was revealed as 

follows:

24.1. On 5 December 2017 Steinhoff NV released an ad hoc announcement 

advising the market that its audited results had been delayed pending 

further investigation.

24.2. On 6 December 2017 Jooste resigned as chief executive officer of 

Steinhoff NV, and the price at which Steinhoff NV’s shares traded on both 

the Frankfurt Stock Exchange and the JSE declined significantly

24.3. On, 2 January' 20J 8 Steinhoff NV announced that its audited financial

• a i stfetements.for e^2015 and 2016 financial years copld not be relied upon s

■ -r .uund .wJthdrw .-such statements, thereby confirming media reports 

... i-egardihg m-isstatqmerrts in Steinhoff NV’s and the defendant’s finahcial '

.stafementj, including the 2014 AFS, that had comhieilcec at the " 

approximate time of the ad hoc announcement of 5 December 2017.

25. As a result of the aforesaid revelations, the value of BVI’s shareholding in 

Steinhoff NV, and thus the value of the BVI shares, declined dramatically.
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The value of the underpin and compliance with the conditions

26. The underpin was to be calculated with reference to clause 3.3 of annexure A to 

the second addendum, which refers to clause 4.1 of the “BVI put and call option 

agreement” and clause 4.1 of the “BVI2 put and call option agreement”.

27. The ‘BVI put and call agreement’ referred to in the second addendum was 

concluded in writing between the plaintiff, C H Wiese, Titan Premier 

Investments (Pty) Ltd and BVI on or about 31 January 2013 and at Parow, 

Western Cape (‘the BVI put and call option agreement’).

2.7A In concluding the BVI put and call agreement, the plaintiff and C H Wiese acted 

personal'y and Titan Premier Investments (Pty) Ltd and BVI were represented

'• Ly C H Wiese-and: Bruce Baisley, respectively. A copy of the BVI put and call'' ' 

option agreement is attached marked “F”. ‘ A

28. nThe put-Md; call agreement’ referred to in the second addendum was
- • i; !, - ■ r>,! . ‘ i.' 

icoxiduded in- writing between the plaintiff, C H Wiese, Titan Premier

‘. . Investments:(Pty) Ltd and BVI2 on or about 24 June 2014 and at Parow, Western 

Cape (‘the BVI2 put and call option agreement’).

28 A In concluding the BVI2 put and call agreement, the plaintiff and C H Wiese acted 

personally and Titan Premier Investments (Pty) Ltd and BVI were represented 

by C H Wiese and Bruce Baisley, respectively. A copy of the BVI2 put and call 

option agreement is attached marked “G”.
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29. As at 30 September 2018, the combined value of the BVI and BVI2 shares, 

calculated with reference to the put and call option agreements (or otherwise) 

was nil.

30. The conditions for payment of the special bonus in terms of the underpin 

provisions contained in the second addendum were met in that:

30.1. the PAT (as defined) earned during 2017/2018 exceeded R104 000 000; 

and

30.2. the combined value of the BVI and BVI2 shares, calculated with reference

i to the BVI and BVI2 put and call option agreements (or otherwise) on 30 .

September-20l-§cwas nil, and therefore less than the R50 636 968 referred

.. to in clause 3.3 of annexure A to the second addendum. - ’ . >. :: ■. i

' 31. But for the’representation, the plaintiff would have been entitled to a special

r ..-' ' .bonus of R69 443- 527, calculated with reference to the formula' set outr.m clause ■

3.3. of the second addendum, as set out in annexure “H”. .*?• mwa '

■I'' , . ' A ’.U . :■ 7

32. In the premises, the plaintiff would, but for the representation and the conclusion 

of the third addendum, have been entitled to payment of the underpin calculated 

in accordance with the formula in clause 3.3 of annexure A to the second

addendum, in the amount of R69 443 527.
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The plaintiffs damages

33. Accordingly and as a result of the defendant’s misrepresentation, the plaintiff 

has suffered damages in the amount of R69 443 527, being the underpin that he 

would have received had he not concluded the third addendum.

34. Despite demand, the defendant has failed and/or refused and/or neglected to pay 

the aforesaid amount, or any part thereof.

The plaintiffs alternative claim in terms of section 218 of the Companies Act

35. In terms of section 218(2) of the Companies Act, any person who contravenes 

any .provision of the Act is liable to any other person for any loss or damage^ .

 -suffered by the latter person, as a result of that contravention. '< /-

.; Uj . ■.. ■ 36/ . By ite publieatihhl th. the general public, including the plaintiff, of the APS, -.

r and Of^the^materiarsnisstateinents contained therein (as described above), the dv 

■> defendant contravened various provisions of the Companies Act, including: ..e: /

36.1. section'22(1), in that the defendant carried on its business recklessly, with 

gross negligence, with intent to defraud persons (including the plaintiff), 

and for a fraudulent purpose;

36.2. section 28(1), in that the defendant failed to keep accurate and complete 

accounting records as necessary to enable it to satisfy its obligations in
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terms of the Act with respect to the preparation of financial statements, 

such obligations being set out in section 29(1) of the Act;

36.3. section 28(3), in that the defendant, with an intention to deceive or 

mislead the general public, including the plaintiff, failed to keep accurate 

or complete accounting records and falsified or permitted to be falsified it 

accounting records;

36.4. section 29(1), in that the defendant provided financial statements, 

including annual financial statements, to the general public, including the 

plaintiff, which did not present fairly the state of affairs and business of 

the defendant and did not accurately explain the transactions and financial

■ positicn of the business of the defendant and which did not accurately

■ urc! show the A fendant’s assets, liabilities and equity;

> 1 - , ' ■>, .A: « Jr.

• ■■•'.36-.5.-.i<.sectioni29(2)s irbthat the 2014 AFS prepared by the defendant were false

■ . x- ::r an^misfearfingja material respects, or incomplete in. material particulars.
.’U-i ■■ U.: ;..V;

<•37. t The plaintiff has suffered loss of damage as a result of the aforesaid

■ • contraventions, as set out in paragraph 33 above.

38. In terms of section 218(2) of the Companies Act, the defendant is liable to the 

plaintiff for the loss or damage suffered by him, as set out in paragraph 33 above.
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WHEREFORE the plaintiff claims:

(a) Payment in an amount of R69 443 527;

(b) Interest on the aforesaid amount at the prescribed rate a tempora morae to date 

of payment;

(c) Further and/or alternative relief;

(d) Costs of suit.

DATED at CAPE TOWN on this the day of DECEMBER 2019.

To : THE REGISTRAR

HIGH COURT

I C BREMRIDGE SC

M MADDISON

Plaintiffs counsel

C&A FRIEDLANDER
‘(.''.I'li..1

Plaintiffs attorneys

Per: 
J WILLIAMS

3rd Floor
42 Keerom Street
CAPE TOWN

[Ref.: JAW/MBM/WH8171]
[Tel.: 021 487 7900]
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CAPE TOWN

And to: STEINHOFF INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS (PROPRIETARY) 
LIMITED
Defendant
Block D

De Wagenweg Office Park
Stellentia Road

STELLENBOSCH



IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA 

(WESTERN CAPE DIVISION, CAPE TOWN)

In the application between:

TREVO CAPITAL LTD

and

HAMILTON BV

HAMILTON 2 BV

STEINHOFF INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD

In re the matter between:

HAMILTON BV

HAMILTON 2 BV •

and

•STESNHOFF INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD

SUPPORTING AFFIDAVIT

Case No: 17327/2020

Applicant / Intervening Party

First Respondent

Second Respondent

Third Respondent

First Applicant

Second Applicant

Third Respondent

I, the undersigned,
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MICHAEL JOHN MORRIS

do hereby make oath and say:

1. I am an adult businessman currently residing at House 2, 45 Rathfelder 

Avenue, Constania, Western Cape.

2. The facts deposed to herein are within my personal knowledge, save where 

the context indicates the contrary, and are furthermore true and correct. 

Where I refer to information conveyed to me by others, I verily believe such 

information to be true.

3. I have read the affidavits in the application for declaratory/ relief (“the 

■■ d'^'daratQiy app//ca'/dr?”); instituted by Hamilton BV and Hamilton 2 BV 

~- •i;.;(w?fect-veiy referred to^sHatr-ttorT) aaainst Steinhoff Internationa! Holdincr

(Proprietary) Limited (“S/HFl”).-. . .  '

j ./A.' -also read..th^ faming affidavit of Johann- pi. k Enslin in support of the

d : urgent'application by Trey® Capita! Limited (“7'revo”) for leave to intervene in

■ ? .xtfoo declaratOiy appJicatiota; and for an order that other creditors be afforded an

u opportunity to apply to intervene in the declaratory application and to advance 

submissions concerning the relief sought by Hamilton in the declaratory 

application.

5. I have not yet had the opportunity to take full legal advice as to whether to 

intervene in the declaratory application and require an opportunity to do so. 

For the reasons set out below, however, I support Trevo’s application. More
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particularly, I agree with the contentions advanced in Mr Enslin’s affidavit 

regarding the approaches adopted by both Hamilton and SIHPL to the 

determination of classes for the purposes of a compromise in terms of section 

155 of the Companies Act 71 of 2008 (“the Act”).

6. I respectfully submit that I should be afforded the opportunity to intervene in 

the declaratory application after fully considering my position, should I be so 

minded and advised, and to advance my case regarding the appropriate 

determination of classes.

MY CLAiM AGAINST SIHPL

• 7. Messrs Paul Ronald Potter, Andre Frederick Botha, Peter Andrew Berry,

■ . Francois Johan Malan and Warren Wendell Steyn and I contend that we are

st.! j-c •!; ef SiHPL'&nd have all instituted action against SIHPL, as follows:
' ■■ * '1.. ' th;'.’ ’ h . '

-:<■ u’u ■.cY'd t-.Mf PaiiPRoLsrfcj^ottor. and i instituted action against SIPHL on p
J iHvw ■!-;, ■■ :■<: L.uh.nno

December 2019; and
s y...e. -i "y - oy ; C..

M, '7.2, ?>Mr-.Ahdrc‘Fredetnck Lotha, Mr Peter Andrew Berry; Mr Francoiy'r). -

V 'a it Johan■ Malar, and Mr Warren Wendell Steyn instituted action against''* ■

SIPHL on 15 June 2020.

8. Our claims are premised on a similar cause of action namely that we have 

suffered damages in consequence of being induced by a misrepresentation 

made by SIHPL’s representatives to conclude certain contractual 

arrangements and give up certain financial benefits contractually provided for
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and which benefits (in particular the payment of a substantial bonus or 

guarantee hereinafter referred to as "the underpin") would, but for the 

agreement(s) concluded in reliance on the misrepresentation, have accrued to 

the said plaintiffs (referred to below as "the underpin creditors").

9. The underpin creditors claim that they were induced to conclude these 

contractual arrangements and forego these financial benefits on the basis of a 

misrepresentation as to the value of their interest in Steinhoff International 

Holdings NV made in particular by way of the publication of the 2014 annual 

financial statements of that company’s subsidiary and principal asset, SIHPL.

10. . Relying on that misrepresentation the underpin creditors agreed to relinquish

r > • their entitlement to. the underpin, which they would not have done but for the

.mihrepsesentauon in which event the underpin would have become due and 

' . payable to them, in a substantial amcun's

;-,i- ?:>.!’ -o-o-naio Pct 
.ji maom-l 1. ■ M this^sga^pat' 'dwRtevie-tiiat the 'contractual arrangements and the release of

ms, y!. -c^-Thei urts^rpin-wa&wn^..negotiated, SIPHL’s representatives, more particuiarly

: : M^MerkuS vJoe'Ste ^bew simuitaneousiy a director of Pepkor). v/ere aware of
. ■ Vr A: he ■ 'ods.mk

■." v cojv: ! . the negotiations and .the•■reliance that would be placed by the public in general,

and by the underpin creditors in particular, upon the representation.

12. In consequence, the underpin creditors suffered damages in amounts 

equivalent to that which they would, but for the misrepresentation, have 

received by way of the underpin.
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13. The further details of the claim are set out in the particulars of claim annexed

hereto as “MJMT.

THE DECLARATORY APPLICATION

14. SIHPL intends to propose a compromise of its financial obligations with three 

classes of its creditors in terms of section 155 of the Act (“the proposal”). The 

“classes” into which SIPHL has purported to divide the aforementioned 

creditors are dealt with in further detail below.

15. The broad terms of the proposal are set out in a term sheet that has been 

available on the Steinhoff NV website since 27 July 2020 (annexure FA2.3 to 

Hamilton’s founding affidavit in the declaratory application). The terms were 

slight;/ updated and then■ repubiished on Steinhoff NV’s website on 9 October

- ->•' ' A <opy ©f the updated term sheet (“the term sheet) is annexure JE1 to

Mr EnsJin’s affidavit.

r ■■ ■■ : ■ ■'f ’'Oe ins’,
“to,": I < IG.Ae The;'three^“ctass'ds” of dfbditor referred to in the term sheet are the SIHPL

;■ GBUuCteditorsr(?^/:FCL'6/a ’̂’)( the SIHPL Contractual Claimants (“the CC
. a* ‘z: ■f.in J 

se ■. 1 v ;: class:);‘atid the SIHPL Market Purchase Claimants (“the MPC class").
■ ' . -"jur-r;?:1 und r ■ r J:..'r

17. As to the classification of the underpin creditors’claims in the proposal, SIHPL 

has specifically excluded the underpin creditors from any potential payment to 

be made in terms of the proposal and has classified the underpin claimants as 

“Non-Qualifying Claims”.
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18. This is so although the claims of other creditors who are proposed to receive a 

dividend under the proposal are also disputed. By way of example, SIHPL 

contends that the claims of both the MPC creditors and the underpin claimants 

have no prospects of success yet the MPC creditors are proposed to receive a 

dividend while the underpin creditors are excluded from any dividend and 

classified as non-qualifying.

19. This is despite the fact that the legal merits of their claims are contended to be 

identical.

20. Clearly the classification is arbitrary and designed to serve SIHPL’s tactical 

ends. By tactically classifying the claims in this manner SIHPL seeks to

> manipulate the outcome of the vote to its own ends.

.By HamiKon seeks relief that woutd prevent"

t. 'the - ••{tewsaf fwm fefeg adopted by SIHPL’s creditor^ ’dr ■ from‘being 

sanctioned by a court.

'u22ai-s Hamiten^fite^srin.p&it^ular that the CC class and1 the'MPC-class canny? ' 

ec-on c6nstiY^ei%ii‘d/a^^€r5^fer'’ in terms of section ISS'ohfc'Act'becaudb'borh'

classes comprise concurrent creditors. Instead, says Hamilton, the classes 

envisaged by section 155 are those recognised in insolvency law: concurrent 

creditors, secured creditors, and statutory preferent creditors. Moreover, 

Hamilton contends - in effect - that the proposed settlement with the CC class 

is unfair and inequitable and thus not sanctionable by a court in due course.



23. I agree with Hamilton that the proposal, as it is currently envisaged in the term 

sheet, cannot be sanctioned by a court and that it is unfair and inequitable.

24. I contend further that the proposal is fundamentally flawed, inter alia, for the 

reasons set out in paragraph 48. of Mr Enslin’s affidavit.

25. In consequence, I respectfully concur that SIHPL’s classification of creditors

as currently contained in the proposal renders the proposal unsanctionable by

a court.

I certify that:

MICHAEL JOHN MORRIS

..

COMMISSIO^E^F OATHS

Full names:

Street address:

my presence at

The Deponent acknowledged to me that: ' ■
a. He knows and understands the contents of this declaration;

■ b. Hd has no objection to taking the prescribed oath; and
c: c. He■ pi escribed oath to be binding on his c&nsciend^-.
'ThG''l”!.®pbr<entThereaTbr uttered the words, “I swear that the contents of 
this declaration are true, so help me God.”

■ Thews Deponent ■ : signed this declaration
..-.•rXAwr?.X. on the day of...

Designation and area:

Ioerttk'^^DePCW^ThasackncMrfedgedthat
of s/iy ioafeofto oath, and thatfe/ste to te «a

regitos t ji Government of t’s,;; .wm

«,l-Hl<nl'»irr.i»i,..i-niuj«^—»——ma—W-I'J.. ■ , i airrMnijwwMTfrU'trj'l

COMMISSIONER OF (OA)
Dylan Bradley Paarc* CA (SA)
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PARTICULARS OF CLAIM

The parties

1. The plaintiff is Michael John Morris, a businessman currently residing at House 

2, 45 Rathfelder Avenue, Constania, Western Cape.

2. The defendant is Steinhoff International Holdings (Proprietary) Limited

(formerly Steinhoff International Holdings Limited), a company duly 

incorporated with limited liability in terms of the company laws of South Africa 

and having its prifeaipie place of business at Block D, De Wagenweg Office *Park 

Stellentia Road, Stellenbosch. / '
■■ ' ■■ ■ , ' ■ v r,-.;-' ■ ■ • ‘

•vu The acquisitioE of shares and the service agreement .

. x Pc: •_ > ■. In'©r abtmt Apriii 201^' Plaintiff and a. company being Pepkor Holdings (Pty) Ltd 

(•Pepko^h/conMnsncsd negotiations for the acquisition by Pepkor of plaintiffs

. shareholding:;ih(;?FhWpsny being Future Cell Proprietary Limited (‘Future 

Ceir).pursuant to which and in or about mid-2010, Pepkor acquired a controlling 

share in Future Cell.

4. In anticipation, alternatively in consequence of such sale of shares and on or 

about 1 July 2010, and at Pretoria, the plaintiff concluded a written service 

agreement with Future Cell, a copy of which is attached marked “A”, in terms of
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which, inter alia, the plaintiff would (notwithstanding the sale of his shares to 

Pepkor) continue to provide services to Future Cell (‘the service agreement’). 

In concluding this agreement, the plaintiff acted personally, and Future Cell was 

represented by Pieter Bouwer.

The sale of shares agreement and BVI sale of shares agreement

5. In terms of a written agreement concluded on 30 January 2013 and at Parow, 

Western Cape (‘the sale of shares agreement’), the plaintiff sold all of the 

shares which he then owned in Future Cell to Pepkor. In concluding the sale of 

shares agreement, the plaintiff acted personally, Pepkor was represented by 

Pieter Erasmus and Future Cell was represented by C J Klem .

6. , .A-copy Of the sale, cf shares agreement is annexed marked “Bii”/'

■: 6A.; In items- of'-a wdfieA;agreement concluded on or about ST “

" Banwp-Western .Capeif'tlsc BVI sale of shares agreewent’). the plaintiff
i. pn! 'a:n

.=■ :-purchasedpfrom.gspfcor-329 581 ordinary shares in the company Business

d ■; ;■ Venttke Investments NqA 499 (RF) (Pty) Ltd (‘BVI’), which at the time held

• some 16 104 262 ordinary shares in Pepkor. In concluding the agreement, the 
A ..p,. -

plaintiff acted personally, Pepkor was represented by Pieter Erasmus and BVI 

was represented by Bruce Baisley.

7. A copy of the BVI sale of shares agreement is annexed marked “B.2”.

The first addendum
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8. On or about 21 May 2013, and at Parow, the plaintiff, acting personally, and 

Future Cell, represented by C J Klem, concluded a written addendum to the 

service agreement, a copy of which is attached marked “C” (‘the first 

addendum’).

9. In terms of annexure “A” to the first addendum, the plaintiff was entitled, inter 

alia, to payment of a special bonus (referred to by the parties, and in what 

follows, as the ‘underpin’) in the event that:

9.1. the profit after taxation of Future Cell and two associated entities, Flash 

Mobile Vending (Pty) Ltd and Flash IP (Pty) Ltd earned during the

' . 2017/201'8 financial year, exceeded R104 000 000 (‘the PAT’) (clause

3.1, read with the definitions in clause 3.2); and

i’ 9.2. - the yalut: of the BVI shares, calculated as at-30 September ,2018 $nd in

. ■ ..we ■1.J accfirddnce' teith ;ihe provisions of a separate Put and-,Cal’ Option

. ,. ■ ;£greemsnbbetwsan BVI and the plaintiff was below,.R50 636;96S (&uphn 

underpin to be calculated in accordance with the formui^ set out. ip..clause, ( 

3.3 of the said annexure A to the first addendum) (clause 33 with the 

definitions in clause 3.2).

The second addendum
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10. On or about 10 July 2014, and at Parow, the plaintiff, acting personally, 

concluded a second, written addendum to the service agreement, a copy of which 

is attached marked “D” (‘the second addendum’).

11. The second addendum was concluded with Flash Mobile Vending (Pty) (‘Flash 

Mobile’), represented by C J Klem, as the business of Future Cell and Flash 

Mobile had at that time been merged in terms of section 113 of the Companies 

Act, 71 of 2008 (‘the Companies Act’), and the rights and obligations of Future 

Cell in terms of the service agreement and the first addendum had been 

transferred to Flash Mobile.

12. The second addendum amended the service agreement (and the first addendum) 

and provided: that, the plaintiff was entitled, inter alia, to payment of the underpin 

in the event that:

12.1. the profit after taxation of Future Cell, Flash Mobile and Flash IP (Pty)

. ... ... Ltd earned .during the 2017/2018 financial year, exceeded R104 000 000 

.(‘the PAT’) (clause 3.1, read with the definitions in clause 3.2); and

12.2. the value of the BVI and BVI2 shares(being the shares referred to in the 

Put and Call Option agreements referred to below), calculated as at 30 

September 2018 and in accordance with the provisions of two separate 

Put and Call Option agreements between BVI and a related entity, 

K2013137280 (Pty) Ltd (‘BVI2’) and the plaintiff, was below 

R50 636 968 (such underpin to be calculated in accordance with the
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formula set out in clause 3.3 of the said annexure A to the second 

addendum) (clause 3.3 read with the definitions in clause 3.2).

The arrangement between the defendant, Pepkor, BVI and Steinhoff NV

13. During February 2015:

13.1. Pepkor undertook a share buy-back and purchased the shares which BVI 

held in Pepkor, for an amount of R3 080 242 835;

13.2. BVI subscribed for 32 215 class D ordinary shared in Newshelf 1093 

(Pty) Ltd (‘Newshelf) at a purchase consideration of R3 080 242 835;

j 3.3. BVI, the defendant and Steinhoff Africa Holdings (Pty) Ltd,concluded an 

<•; ’■ exchange a^eement (‘the exchange agreement’) pursuant to which BVI

•• e/ichanged-its.■shares in Newshelf for 51 703 157 ordinary shares in the 

defendant at an issue price of R57 per share;

? 3.4.-.’Thedefendant was at the time a public company listed on the majp board 

of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (‘ ISE5);

13.5. The resultant value ascribed by the parties to the exchange agreement to 

the ordinary shares in the defendant acquired by BVI as aforesaid, was 

R2 947 079 949.
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14. Pursuant to a scheme of arrangement implemented in or about-December 2015:

14.1. the defendant was converted to a private company;

14.2. its listing on the JSE was terminated;

14.3. it became a wholly-owned subsidiary of Steinhoff International Holdings 

NV (‘Steinhoff NV’), a public company listed on the Frankfurt Stock 

Exchange and inwardly listed on the main board of the JSE; and

,14.4. BVI’s 51 703 157 ordinary shares in the defendant were exchanged for an 

equal number of shares in Steinhoff NV, on the basis that Steinhoff NV’s 

only asset, or only significant asset, was its shareholding in the defendant.

15, As-.ia result ..of the aforesaid scheme of arrangement (‘the..scheme' of 

. v .r,;j .ajF.angemeKt’), BVf became a shareholder in.Steinhoff NV. . ..

The third addendum

; ,16. Subsequent to the arrangement described above, and on or about 5 May 2015 

and at Durban, the plaintiff acting personally and in reliance on the 

representation set out below, concluded a written, third addendum to the service 

agreement with Flash Mobile, represented by C J Klem, (‘the third 

addendum’), which provided for the deletion of the underpin provisions and' as 

a result of which the plaintiff relinquished his right to the underpin. A copy of 

the third addendum is attached marked “E”.
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The plaintiff’s claim in delict

(i) The representation

17. Prior to and at the time of the conclusion of the third addendum and the deletion 

of the underpin effected thereby, the defendant represented that its financial 

position was as it appeared from the defendant’s 2014 annual financial statement 

(‘the 2014 AFS’) (‘the representation’).

18. The representation was made by:

18.1 the publication to the general public, including the plaintiff, of the 2014’ 

AFS, and .A < - .

: failure tc advise the general public, including the plaintiff,

. j ■ ■: j ’■ of the.fals^; sts^jents included in the 2014 aFS v^ichncoufebr would.", 

j-.v: j b^ve.Sjt^titu^^dce-sensitive information regarding defendant’s shares

and thus the vahe of the BVI shares.

I?;;; ,The defendant', wap -■^bilged fo advise the plaintiff, as member of the general 

public, of the false statements in the 2014 AFS in that:

19.1. the true facts regarding its financial position were within the defendant’s

exclusive knowledge: • ,

19.2. the defendant and its executives knew and intended, alternatively ought 

to have known, that the general public, including the plaintiff, would rely
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on the representation of the defendant’s financial position as it appeared 

from the 2014 AFS.

The representation was false, in that:

20.1. various transactions had been structured and implemented which had the 

result of substantially inflating the profit and asset values of the Steinhoff 

group (until August 2015 the defendant and its subsidiary companies) 

over an extended period;

20.2. fictitious or irregular transactions were entered into with parties said to 

. be, and made to appear to be third-party entities and independent of the
/ ' £ ’ ' i t

Steinhoff group and its executives, but which were in fact closely related

; - defendast’s-then chief executive officer, Markus Jooste, an.d other 

t * a A tliS ■ S' t einhoff group or were controlled by Joests and such

other executive;
■' ■: 'V |

b-t ib:V it.J V «iu<- 
20.3v ■ •withim.the vSteinhoft group, fictitious or irregular income was created at

muwipcrintotascHasy level, and then allocated to .underperforming operating .

■ entities- as^o-oailsd “contributions” that took different fenns and either 
' ■ ■■ C - .. A J1 ’

' increased income or reduced expenses in those operating entities;

20.4. documents supporting fictitious or irregular transactions were often

created after the fact and backdated;
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20.5. the assets and income of certain of the defendant’s European subsidiary 

companies were materially overstated and/or their liabilities materially 

understated;

20.6. it had the effect of overstating the defendant’s and Steinhoff NV’s 

financial position, and thus overvaluing the BVI shares.

21. The representation was:

21.1. false, to the knowledge of the defendant and its executives; alternatively 

they made the representations aware of the possible lack of truth thereof, 

and recklessly;

21.2. altemstively, negligent; ' -■*

21.3. in any event, made wrcngfully.

.122. ■: ■ ‘The ^.representation w- material and was relied upon by the plaintiff and misled 

him when considering whether to release the underpin, as to the value of BVi’s 

shareholdhig in the defendant and the consequent value of the EVI shares, and 

thus the need for, .and value of, the underpin.

23. But for the representation, the plaintiff would not have concluded the third 

addendum, thereby relinquishing his right to the underpin.
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The revelation of the misrepresentation and the reduced value of the BVI shares

24. The misrepresentation perpetrated in the manner set out above, was revealed as 

follows:

24.1. On 5 December 2017 Steinhoff NV released an ad hoc announcement 

advising the market that its audited results had been delayed pending 

further investigation.

24.2. On 6 December 2017 Jooste resigned as chief executive officer of 

Steinhoff NV, and’the price at which Steinhoff NV’s shares traded on both 

the Frankfort Stock Exchange and the JSE declined significantly.

24.3 ' GA-’V January 20 Steinhoff NV announced that its audited financial

' 1 s'-'atefogriits fo? 15 and 2016 financial years could not ,bq jrelied ppor.,.

'■ !,and ’wifhdrew such statements, thereby confirming media reports

■ ■ ■‘le’gtfdfog iS^tEtements In Steinhoff NV’s and the defendant’s financial 

■statemfents, including the 2014 AFS, that had'commenced'at''the i,; 

approximhte time of the ad hoc announcem ent of 5 December 2017 i

25. As a result of the aforesaid revelations, the value of BVI’s shareholding in 

Steinhoff NV, and thus the value of the BVI shares, declined dramatically.
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The value of the underpin and compliance with the conditions

26. The underpin was to be calculated with reference to clause 3.3 of annexure A to 

the second addendum, which refers to clause 4.1 of the “BVI put and call option 

agreement” and clause 4.1 of the “BVI2 put and call option agreement”.

27. The ‘BVI put and call agreement’ referred to in the second addendum was 

concluded in writing between the plaintiff, C H Wiese, Titan Premier 

Investments (Pty) Ltd and BVI on or about 31 January 2013 and at Parow, 

Western Cape (‘the BVI put and call option agreement’).

27A In concluding the BVI put and call agreement, the plaintiff and C H Wiese acted 

personally and'Titan Premie! Investments (Pty) Ltd and BVI were represented

- Ky'CTP WresLahd'BrucP Baisley, respectively. A copy of the BV» put and call  

option agreement is attached marked “F”. . K

, ■J ' '.4 ‘ '1 ' A ' ■ . ‘ \ ’ ’’>

■ 28‘. The felt and1 calf agreement5 referred to in the second addendum was

• concluded'th1; writing •'between the plaintiff, C H Wiese, Titan Premier

; ‘ ' Investments:\Pty) Ltd Lvd B ¥12 on or about 24 June 2014 and at Parow, Western 

Cape (‘the BVI2 put and call option agreement’).

28 A In concluding the B VI2 put and call agreement, the plaintiff and C H Wiese acted 

personally and Titan Premier Investments (Pty) Ltd and BVI were represented 

by C H Wiese and Bruce Baisley, respectively. A copy of the BVI2 put and call 

option agreement is attached marked “G”.
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29. As at 30 September 2018, the combined value of the BVI and BVI2 shares,, 

calculated with reference to the put and call option agreements (or otherwise) 

was nil.

30. The conditions for payment of the special bonus in terms of the underpin 

provisions contained in the second addendum were met in that:

30.1. the PAT (as defined) earned during 2017/2018 exceeded R104 000 000; 

and

30.2. the combined value of the BVI and BVI2 shares, calculated with reference 

to the B VI and BVI2 put and call option agreements (or otherwise) on 30 

September 2018 was nil, and therefore less than the R50 636 968.referred,.

> to in clause 3.3 of annexure A to the second addendum. . .

31. ■ But for the representation, the plaintiff would have been entitled to a special

■ ,bonus'of R69.443)527; raiculated with reference to the formula set-out in clause, • 

• r 3.3. of the second addendum, ar set out in annexure “H”. .... ,!t. .

32. In the (premises; the plaintiff would, but for the representation and the conclusion 

of the third addendum, have been entitled to payment of the underpin calculated 

in accordance with the formula in clause 3.3 of annexure A to the second 

addendum, in the amount of R69 443 527.
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The plaintiffs damages

33. Accordingly and as a result of the defendant’s misrepresentation, the plaintiff 

has suffered damages in the amount of R69 443 527, being the underpin that he 

would have received had he not concluded the third addendum.

34. Despite demand, the defendant has failed and/or refused and/or neglected to pay 

the aforesaid amount, or any part thereof.

The plaintiffs alternative claim in terms of section 218 of the Companies Act

.35. In terms of section 218(2) of the Companies Act, any person who contravenes

. any provision of the Act Is liable to any other person for any loss or damage 

.suffered by tbo latter person as a result of that contravention.

■. By its publication' ft the general public, including the plaidtiff; of the 2QilA APS;

•ma ; ; * ■ a and of ttibiihateri al misstatements con Mined therein (as described ebove), the >. a ..

■ defendant, canmahsged various provisions of the Companies Act, including.

• i m v-.; 36:1.' ..sectiah zS(b), m that the defendant carried on'its business reeklesslypwititeuii ft >

gross negligence, with intent to defraud persons (including the plaintiff), 

and for a fraudulent purpose;

36.2. section 28(1), in that the defendant failed to keep accurate and complete 

accounting records as necessary to enable it to satisfy its obligations in

h A
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terms of the Act with respect to the preparation of financial statements, 

such obligations being set out in section 29(1) of the Act;

36.3. section 28(3), in that the defendant, with an intention to deceive or 

mislead the general public, including the plaintiff, failed to keep accurate 

or complete accounting records and falsified or permitted to be falsified it 

accounting records;

36.4. section 29(1), in that the defendant provided financial statements, 

including annual financial statements, to the general public, including the 

plaintiff, which did not present fairly the state of affairs and business of 

the defendant, and did not accurately explain the transactions and financial 

position nf the business of the defendant and which did r ot accurately

•i*: c. ■i.n . show the defendant’s assets, liabilities and equity; '' ,

■ J.-n iv) .

o.r- ' . 36.5.; section.29('2)3 inthat the 2014 AFS prepared by the defendant were false
• ' •* ..th;/

>> ,'c ' - and misleading, in material respects, or incomplete inmaterial particular's.

. 32 . Th.e plaintiff -has •■ suffered loss or damage as a result of the aforesaid
1. •>■■-■ .'.■ •; i • iv m-’ ■!'■

contraventions, as set out in paragraph 33 above.

38. In terms of section 218(2) of the Companies Act, the defendant is liable to. the " 

plaintiff for the loss or damage suffered by him, as set out in paragraph 33 above.
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WHEREFORE the plaintiff claims:

(a) Payment in an amount of R69 443 527;

(b) Interest on the aforesaid amount at the prescribed rate a tempora morae to date 

of payment;

(c) Further and/or alternative relief;

(d) Costs of suit.

DATED at CAPE TOWN on this the day of DECEMBER 2019.

I C BREMRIDGE SC

M MADDISON
Plaintiffs counsel

C&A FRIEDLANDER
Plaintiffs attorneys

Per: ' : <. ■

J WILLIAMS
3rd Floor
42 Keerom Street
CAPE TOWN
[Ref.: JAW/MBM/WH8171]
[Tel.: 021 487 7900]

To THE REGISTRAR
HIGH COURT
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CAPE TOWN

And to: STEINHOFF INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS (PROPRIETARY) 
LIMITED
Defendant
Block D
De Wagenweg Office Park
Stellentia Road

STELLENBOSCH



IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA 

(WESTERN CAPE DIVISION, CAPE TOWN)

In the application between:

TREVO CAPITAL LTD

and

HAMILTON BV

HAMILTON 2 BV

STEINHOFF INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD

In re the matter between:

HAMILTON BV -

HAMILTON 2BV: - - .

and

STEINHOFF INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD

SUPPORTING AFFIDAVIT

Case No: 17327/2020

Applicant / Intervening Party

First Respondent

Second Respondent

Third Respondent

First Applicant

Second Applicant

Third Respondent

I, the undersigned,
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PETER ANDREW BERRY

do hereby make oath and say:

1. I am an adult businessman currently residing at 4913 Valley Road, Hout Bay, 

Western Cape.

2. The facts deposed to herein are within my personal knowledge, save where 

the context indicates the contrary, and are furthermore true and correct. 

Where I refer to information conveyed to me by others, I verily believe such 

information to be true.

3. I have read the affidavits in the application for declaratory relief (“the 

declaratory application1') instituted by Hamilton BV and Hamilton 2 BV 

•(ceilectivQly referred to as “Hamilton"') against Steinhoff International Holdings 

(Froprietary) L.united {‘Si!-r L").

■ r. Mt. Ct > c-.;

;4. , l . hfiye also, read the .founding affidavit of Johann-Dirk Ens'in in support of the

,,,, , urc$r^ applicationjiy, Trevo Capital Limited (“Trevo”) for leave to intervene in

.. this..deci;oratory- application, and for an order that other creditors' be afforded"arc -■ 

-ppportynhy. to apply, to .intervene in the declaratory application and to advance

, submissions concerning the relief sought by Hamilton in the declaratory 

application.

5. I have not yet had the opportunity to take full legal advice as to whether to 

intervene in the declaratory application and require an opportunity to do so. 

For the reasons set out below, however, I support Trevo’s application. More
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particularly, I agree with the contentions advanced in Mr Enslin’s affidavit 

regarding the approaches adopted by both Hamilton and SIHPL to the 

determination of classes for the purposes of a compromise in terms of section 

155 of the Companies Act 71 of 2008 (“the Act').

6. I respectfully submit that I should be afforded the opportunity to intervene in 

the declaratory application after fully considering my position, should I be so 

minded and advised, and to advance my case regarding the appropriate 

determination of classes.

MY CLAiM AGAINST SIHPL

7. Messrs Michael John Morris, Pau! Ronald Potter, Andre Frederick Botha, 

Francois Johan Maian, Warren Wendell Steyn and I contend that we are 

creditors of SIHPL.and have all instituted action against SIHPL, as follows.

7.1., Mr Pau’, Ronald Potter and Michael John Morris instituted action

. against SIPHL on 6 December 2019; and
-■■y’pnt 7 q/'crnr oy f

7.2. Mr Andr^. Frederick Botha, Mr Francois Johan ’Malat’f,' Mr W'if^n’” 

Wendell Steyn end I instituted action against StPHL bh '15 June 

2020. ' :

8. Our claims are premised on a similar cause of action nameiy that we have 

suffered damages in consequence of being induced by a misrepresentation 

made by SIHPL’s representatives to conclude certain contractual 

arrangements and give up certain financial benefits contractually provided for
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and which benefits (in particular the payment of a substantial bonus or 

guarantee hereinafter referred to as “the underpin") would, but for the 

agreement(s) concluded in reliance on the misrepresentation, have accrued to 

the said plaintiffs (referred to below as “the underpin creditors”).

9 The underpin creditors claim that they were induced to conclude these 

contractual arrangements and forego these financial benefits on the basis of a 

misrepresentation as to the value of their interest in Steinhoff International 

Holdings NV made in particular by way of the publication of the 2014 annual’ 

financial statements of that company’s subsidiary and principal asset, SIHPL.

10. Relying on that misrepresentation the underpin creditors agreed to relinquish 

their entitlement-to the underpin, which they would not have done but for the 

misrepresentation in which event the underpin would have become due and 

payaute tc them in a substantial amount.

. 11. In this regard, at th.© time that the contractual arrangements and the release of 
■Vim-;*

.. the.pnderp.in was.bein^,negotiated, SIPHL’s representatives, more particularly

Mr..Markup,JoostiJ (being eimultaneousiy a director of Pepkor), were aware of . , A 

- .the negotiations and.the reliance that would be placed by the public in general

and by the underpin creditors in particular, upon the representation.

12. In consequence, the underpin creditors suffered damages in amounts 

equivalent to that which they would, but for the misrepresentation, have 

received by way of the underpin.
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13. The further details of the claim are set out in the particulars of claim annexed 

hereto as “PAB1".

THE DECLARATORY APPLICATION

14. SIHPL intends to propose a compromise of its financial obligations with three 

classes of its creditors in terms of section 155 of the Act (“the proposal"). The 

"classes” into which SIPHL has purported to divide the aforementioned 

creditors are dealt with in further detail below.

15. The broad terms of the proposal are set out in a term sheet that has been 

available on the Steinhoff NV website since 27 July 2020 (annexure FA2.3 to 

Hamilton’s founding affidavit in the declaratory application). The terms were 

slightly updated and then republished on Steinhoff NV’s website on 9 October 

2020 A copy of the updated term sheet (“the term sheet') is annexure JE1 to 

Mr Enslin’s affidavit.

16. The three “classes” of creditor referred to in the term sheet are.t,he SIHPL, c 

. CPU Creditors (“the PQ class"), the SIHPL Contractual Claimants ("the jSC .

class"), apid.the SiHPL Market Purchase Claimants (“the MPCclass’^. , . .

17. As to the classification of the underpin creditors' claims in the proposal, SIHPL 

has specifically excluded the underpin creditors from any potential payment to 

be made in terms of the proposal and has classified the underpin claimants as 

“Non-Qualifying Claims".
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18. This is so although the claims of other creditors who are proposed to receive a 

dividend under the proposal are also disputed. By way of example, SIHPL 

contends that the claims of both the MPC creditors and the underpin claimants 

have no prospects of success yet the MPC creditors are proposed to receive a 

dividend while the underpin creditors are excluded from any dividend and 

classified as non-qualifying.

19. This is despite the fact that the legal merits of their claims are contended to be 

identical.

20. Clearly the classification is arbitrary and designed to serve SIHPL’s tactical 

ends. By tactically classifying the claims in this manner SIHPL seeks to 

manipulate the outcome of the vote to its own ends.

Ha- 21. By way of the declaratory application, Hamilton seeks relief that would prevent 

the .?proppsaL_.from,., being adopted by SIHPL’s creditors or from being 

sanctioned by a court.

22. Hamilton contends in particular that the CC class and the MPC class cannot- 

, ! . • constitute a "class^f crcdiio^' in terms of section 155 of the Act, because bbth'

classes comprise concurrent creditors. Instead, says Hamilton, the classes 

envisaged by section 155 are those recognised in insolvency law: concurrent 

creditors, secured creditors, and statutory preferent creditors. Moreover, 

Hamilton contends - in effect - that the proposed settlement with the CC class 

is unfair and inequitable and thus not sanctionable by a court in due course.
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23. I agree with Hamilton that the proposal, as it is currently envisaged in the term 

sheet, cannot be sanctioned by a court and that it is unfair and inequitable.

24. I contend further that the proposal is fundamentally flawed, inter alia, for the 

reasons set out in paragraph 48. of Mr Enslin’s affidavit.

25. In consequence, I respectfully concur that SIHPL's classification of creditors 

as currently contained in the proposal renders the proposal unsanctionable by 

a court.

PETER ANDREW BERf^V

I certify that:

i. The Deponent acknowledged to me that:
a. He knows and understands the contents of this declaration;
b . He has no objection to taking tf;e prescribed oath: and
c. He, considers the proscribed oath to be binding on his conscience.' "1

ii. The D&rjqnsntrtlt&r&after uttered the words, “i swear that the contents or
this declaration are true, so help me God.” ; "■ r

iii. . The Deponent .signed- this deciaration in my presence at ////
.. .. .. on the .fe.T.^day of.....:...~

 

Full names: .. .................................
Designation and area: .C7T.^.^0.?

Street address. . > .QfZP. ILC

I “ COMMISSIONER OF OATHS i

ELZETTE CRONJE
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT (SA) | 

SECTION 2
: 17 NEW CHURCH STREET |

CAPE TW/N, 8001
*

SIGN: ------ |



"PAB1

PARTICULARS OF CLAIM

The parties

1. The plaintiff is Peter Andrew Berry, a businessman currently residing at 4913 

Valley Road, Hout Bay, Western Cape, 7806.

2. The defendant is Steinhoff International Holdings (Proprietary) Limited 

(formerly Steinhoff International Holdings Limited), a company with limited

... . liability, duly incorporated in terms of the company laws of the Republic of 

South Africa with . its .principal place of business at. Building B2 Vineyard

. Office ParK Corper Adam Tas and Devon Valley Roads, Stelleribds'ch/" 

Western Cape, 7600.

The acquisition of the business and the conclusion of the service agreement

3. , In or abopt December 2011, a company being Pepkor Capital (Proprietary) Ltd,

which subsequently changed its name to Flash Mobile Vending (Proprietary) 

Limited (‘Flash Mobile’), commenced negotiations for, inter alia, the 

acquisition of the business of Flash Mobile Cash (Proprietary) Limited, 

pursuant to which and in or about late-2011, Flash Mobile became the owner 

of the aforementioned business (‘the business’).

4. The plaintiff was a key individual in the business and accordingly, in

finl’ir.inatinn nltArnotix/Aly irs r*rvnc«f*rn'i£*nf'P» nf kiioitnxico frx
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Mobile and on or about 8 May 2012, at Parow, the plaintiff concluded a service 

agreement with Flash Mobile (then Pepkor Capital), a copy of which is 

attached marked “A”, in tenns of which, inter alia, the plaintiff would provide 

services to Flash Mobile (‘the service agreement’).

5. In concluding the service agreement the plaintiff acted personally and Flash 

Mobile was represented by CJ Klem.

The shares exchange agreement

6. : As at 31 January 2013, the following companies held shares as set out below:

. 6.1. a, company known as Odvest 155 (Proprietary) Limited (‘Odvest’) held 

onp<hundred percem. cf the issued share capital in Flash Mobile; . v

6.2, a company known as Pepkor Limited (‘Pepkor’) held seventy five 

percent of the issued shares in Odvest; . 

.. . ,6.3. a company.Iqipv/n as Little Swift Investment Holdings (Proprietary). 

Limited (‘Little Swift’) held twenty five percent of the issued shares in 

Odvest. . .

7. On or about 31 January 2013, Little Sv/ift concluded an agreement entitled 

“Exchange Agreement” (‘the shares exchange agreement’) with Pepkor, 

Odvest and the company called Business Venture Investments No 1499 (RF) 

(Pty) Ltd (‘BVI’) in terms whereof Little Swift exchanged all of the shares
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which it had previously held in Odvest for 480 031 ordinary shares in BVI 

(‘the BVI shares’).

8. The shares exchange agreement was concluded at Parow.

9. In concluding the shares exchange agreement the plaintiff represented Little 

Swift, Pepkor was represented by P J Erasmus, Odvest was represented by CJ 

Klem and BVI was represented by B Baisley.

10. A copy of the shares exchange agreement is annexed marked “B”

11. ■ At the time of the conclusion of the shares exchange agreement, BVI held some

16 104 262 ordinary shares in Pepkor.

The first addendum

■12. • .'. On or about ■TE-May 2013, the plaintiff and Flash Mobile concluded an

. .addend’ixfi jto the service agreement, a copy of which is attached marked “C”

(‘the first addendum’),

13. The first addendum was concluded at Parow.

14. In concluding the first addendum the plaintiff acted personally and Flash

Mobile was represented by CJ Klem.

15. In terms of annexure “A” to the first addendum, the plaintiff was entitled, inter

alia, to payment of a special bonus, to be calculated in accordance with the

formula set out in clause 3.3 of the said annexure A to the first addendum,
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(referred to by the parties and in what follows, as the ‘underpin’) in the event 

that:

15.1. the profit after taxation of the combined businesses of Flash Mobile 

Vending (Pty) Ltd and two associated entities, Future Cell (Pty) Ltd and 

Flash IP (Pty) Ltd, earned during the 2017/2018 financial year (‘the 

PAT’), exceeded R104 000 000 (clause 3.1, read with the definitions in 

clause 3.2); and

L5.2. the value of the BVI shares, calculated as at 30 September 2018 and in 

accordance with the provisions of a separate Put and Call Option 

agreement between BVI and Little Swift, was below R96 194 849 

(clause 3.3 read v/ith the definitions in clause 3.2).

The second addendum

46,. On. or about .10 July 2014, ’the plaintiff and Flash Mobile, concluded, a second 

addendum to the service agreement, a copy of which is attached marked “D” 

(‘the second addendum’).

17. The second addendum was concluded at Parow.

18. In concluding tire second addendum the plaintiff acted personally and Flash

Mobile was represented by CJ Klem.
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19. The second addendum amended the service agreement (and the first addendum) 

and provided that the plaintiff was entitled, inter alia, to payment of the 

underpin, in an amount to be calculated in accordance with the formula set out 

in clause 3.3 of annexure A to the second addendum, in the event that:

19.1. the PAT exceeded R104 000 000 (clause 3.1, read with the definitions in 

clause 3.2); and

19.2, the value of the BVI shares and BVI2 shares, being 76716 ordinary 

shares held by Little Swift in the company K2013137280. (Pty) Ltd 

(‘BVI2’), calculated as at 30 September 2018 and in accordance with the 

provisions of, two separate Put and Call Option agreements between

, , B VI, the related entity BVI2 and Little S wift, detailed hereunder, was 

below R96 194 849 (clause 3.3 read with the definitions in clause 3.2)..

The arrangement between the defendant, Pepkor, BVI and Steinhoff NV

20. During February' 2015:

20.1. Pepkor undertook a share buy-back and purchased the shares which BVI 

held in Pepkor, for an amount of R3 080 242 835;

20.2. BVI subscribed for 32 215 class D ordinary shared in Newshelf 1093 

(Pty) Ltd (‘Newshelf) at a purchase consideration ofR3 080 242 835;
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20.3. BVI, the defendant and Steinlioff Africa Holdings (Pty) Ltd concluded 

an exchange agreement (‘the exchange agreement’) pursuant to which 

BVI exchanged its shares in Newshelf for 51 703 157 ordinary shares in 

the defendant at an issue price of R57 per share;

20.4. The defendant was at the time a public company listed on the main 

board of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (‘JSE’);

20.5. The resultant value ascribed by the parties to the exchange agreement to 

the ordinary shares in the defendant acquired by BVI as aforesaid, was 

R2 947 079 949.

2L 1 ■ Pursuant to a scheme ofatrangement implemented in or about-Decernber 2015:
- J ■ :

i 21.1. the defendant VZd-S v' erted to & private company;

21.2. its listing on the JSE was terminated;

21.3. it became a wholly-ov/ned subsidiary of Steinhoff International 

Holdings NV (‘Steinhoff NV’), a public company listed on the Frankfurt 

Stock Exchange and inwardly listed on the main board of the JSE; and

21.4. BVI’s 51 703 157 ordinary shares in the defendant were exchanged for

an equal number of shares in Steinhoff NV, on the basis that Steinhoff 

NV’s only asset, or only significant asset, was its shareholding in the 

defendant.
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22. As a result of the aforesaid scheme of arrangement (‘the scheme of 

arrangement’), BVI became a shareholder in Steinhoff NV.

The third addendum

23. Subsequent to the arrangement described above, on or about 18 May 2015 and 

at Cape Town, the plaintiff, acting personally and in reliance on the 

representation set out below, concluded a third addendum to the service 

agreement, (‘the third addendum’), with Flash Mobile, represented by CJ 

Klem, which provided for the deletion of the underpin provisions and in terms 

of whi.c-h the plaintiff! relinquished his right to the underpin. A copy of this 

agreement is attached marked "E”,

The fdaiatiST’S claim in delfut

(i? The representation

24. ■ Prior to and at the time of the conclusion of the third addendum and the

deletion of the underpin effected thereby, the defendant represented that its 

financial position was as it appeared from the defendant’s 2014 annual 

financial statement (‘the 2014 AFS5) (‘the representation’).

25. The representation was made by:

25.1. the publication to the general public, including the plaintiff, of the 2014

AFS; and
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25.2. the defendant’s failure to advise the general public, including the 

plaintiff, of tire false statements included in the 2014 AFS which Could 

or would have constituted price-sensitive information regarding 

defendant’s shares and thus the value of the BVI shares.

26. The defendant was obliged to advise the plaintiff, as member of the general 

public, of the false statements in the 2014 AFS in that:

26 1. the true facts regarding its financial position were within the defendant’s 

exclusive knowledge: ■

26.2 j the .defendant and its executives knew and intended, alternatively ought 

to hwe l.siown, that the general public, including the plaintiff, would'

■ rely .©m.tbe..representation of the defendant’s Ifina'nhial pdsitibn as'W’’ 

appeared from the 2014 AFS.
-A

27. The representation was falsea in that :

27.1. various, transactions had been structured and implemented which had the 

result of substantially inflating the profit and asset values of the 

Steinhoff group (until August 2015 the defendant and its subsidiary 

compames) over an extended period;

27.2. fictitious or irregular transactions were entered into with parties said to 

be, and made to appear to be third-party entities and independent of the 

Steinhoff group and its executives, but which were in fact closely related



to the defendant’s then chief executive officer, Markus Jooste, and other

executives of the Steinhoff group or were controlled by Jooste and such 

other executives;

27.3. within the Steinhoff group, fictitious or irregular income was created at 

intermediary level, and then allocated to underperforming operating 

entities as so-called “contributions” that took different forms and either 

increased income or reduced expenses in those operating entities;

27.4. documents supporting fictitious or irregular transactions were often 

created after the fact and backdated;

. 27.5. the assets: and income of certain of the defendant’s European ^subsidiary 

companies v/ere ■materially overstated and/or their liabilities materially: ; 

understated; .. , ■ i;..

:.27,6. iit had the effect of overstating ths defendant’s Steinhoff NV’s

. : financial position, and thus overvaluing the 13VI shares.

The representation was: , ' : >

28.1. false, to the knowledge of the defendant and its executives; alternatively 

they made the representations aware of the possible lack of truth thereof, 

and recklessly;

28.2. alternatively, negligent;
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28.3. in any event, made wrongfully.

29. The representation was material and was relied upon by the plaintiff and misled 

him when considering whether to release the underpin, as to the value of B Vi’s 

shareholding in the defendant and the consequent value of the BV1 shares, and 

thus the need for, and value of, the underpin.

30. But for the representation, the plaintiff would not have concluded the third 

addendum, thereby relinquishing his right to the underpin.

The revelation of the misrepresentation and the reduced value of the BVI shares

31. ■.Tfif^m.isreme^^itatioauerpetrat&d in the manner set out above, was revealed as1'

follows’. •.

. 31.1. On 5.December-2.017 Steinhoff NV released an ad hoc announcement 

adtising the-market that its audited results had been delayed pending s - :- 

further investigation. ■ ■ ...

31.2. On 6 December 2017 Jooste resigned as chief executive officer of 

Steinhoff NV, and the price at which Steinhoff NV’s shares traded on 

both the Frankfurt Stock Exchange and the JSE declined significantly.

.31.3. On 2 January 2018 Steinhoff NV announced that its audited financial 

statements for the 2015 and 2016 financial years could not be relied 

upon and withdrew such statements, thereby confinning media reports



regarding misstatements in Steinhoff NV’s and the defendant’s financial 

statements, including the 2014 AFS, that had commenced at the 

approximate time of the ad hoc announcement of 5 December 2017.

32. As a result of the aforesaid revelations, the value of BVI’s shareholding in 

Steinhoff NV, and thus the value of the BVI shares, declined dramatically.

The value of the underpin and compliance with the conditions

33. The underpin was to be calculated with reference to clause 3.3 of annexure A to 

the second addendum, which refers to clause 4.1 .of-the “BVI put and call 

option agreement” and clause 4 1 of the B VI2 put and call option agreement”.

34. . The •EVI put and call option agreement’ referred to in the second addendum

v^as .concluded ■ in writing between Little Swift, C H Wiese, Titan Premier

..-. Investments (Pty) Ltd and BVI at Parow and on or about 3.1 January'2013 (‘the 

BVI pHtsaod. call option agreement’). A copy of the BVI put .and;call option-- 

agreement is attached marked'T”. ■

35. In concluding the BVI put and call option agreement Little Swift was 

represented by the plaintiff, Dr C H Wiese acted personally and also 

represented Titan Premier Investments (Pty) Ltd and BVI was represented by 

Mr Bruce Baisley.

36. The ‘BVI2 put and call option agreement’ referred to in the second addendum 

was concluded in writing between Little Swift, C H Wiese, Titan Premier
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Investments (Pty) Ltd and BVI2 on or about 18 June 2014 (‘the BVI2 put and 

call option agreement’). A copy of the BVI2 put and call option agreement is 

attached marked “G”.

37. In concluding the BVI2 put and call option agreement Little Swift was 

represented by the plaintiff, Dr C H Wiese acted personally and also 

represented Titan Premier Investments (Pty) Ltd and BVI2 was represented by 

Mr Bruce Baisley.

38. The conditions for payment of the special bonus in terms of the underpin 

provisions contained in the second addendum were met in that:
> '

; 38.1. the FAfr-(as defined) earned during 2017/2018 exceeded R194 000 000; 

and

38.2. the combined value of the BVI and BVI2 shares,, calculated with? : 

reference to the BVI and BVI2 put and call option 'agreements (orw?

J othenmse),On 30 •/September 2018 was nil, and therefore Jess than the •

■ R96 194 849 referred to in clause 3.3 of annexure A to the second

addendum.

39. But for the representation, the plaintiff would have been entitled to a special 

bonus of R92 337 904, calculated with reference to the formula set out in

clause 3.3. of the second addendum, as set out in annexure “H”.
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40. In the premises, the plaintiff would, but for the representation and the 

conclusion of the third addendum, have been entitled to payment of the 

underpin calculated in accordance with the formula in clause 3.3 of annexure A 

to the second addendum, in the amount of R92 337 904.

The plaintiff’s damages

41. Accordingly and as a result of the defendant’s misrepresentation, the plaintiff 

has suffered damages in the amount of R92 337 904, being the underpin or 

bonus that he would have received had he not concluded the third addendum in 

reliance on that misrepresentation.

..This plain claim in terms of section 218 of the Companies Act

<■ '42, , In terms-of seetion 2i8(2) of the Companies Act, any person who contravenes 

■< : - . / any provision qf thg*Act is liable to any other person for any loss or damage

 suffered by the latter person as a result of that contravention.
■ iW’-w Ai

43. By its publication-to the general public, including the plaintiff, of the 2014 ■ 

AFS, and of the material misstatements contained therein (as described above), 

the defendant contravened various provisions of the Companies Act, including:

43.1. section 22(1), in that the defendant carried on its business recklessly, 

with gross negligence, with intent to defraud persons (including the 

plaintiff), and for a fraudulent purpose;
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43.2. section 28(1), in that the defendant failed to keep accurate and complete 

accounting records as necessary to enable it to satisfy its obligations in 

tenns of the Act with respect to the preparation of financial statements, 

such obligations being set out in section 29(1) of the Act;

43.3. section 28(3), in that the defendant, with an intention to deceive or

mislead the general public, including the plaintiff, failed to keep 

accurate or-complete accounting records and falsified or permitted to be 

falsified it accounting records; * ■ ;

43.4. section 29(1), in that the defendant provided financial statements, 

including- arrnt-?! financial statements, to the general public, including

- ■ • theiplabpdfy, v/Mch did not present fairly the state of affairs and business ■'

■ - of the defendant and did not accurately explain the transactions and

■<. A - financial ;position- of the business of the defendant and which did not 
.1- ;. C'-r. : ... ?l' ' 1

accurately show the defendant’s assets, liabilities and equity;

v- . 4-3.S. ’ section•29(2), in that the 2014 AFS prepared by the defendant were false 

and misleading in material respects, or incomplete in material 

particulars.

44. The plaintiff has suffered loss or damage as a result of the aforesaid 

contraventions, as set out in paragraph 43 above.
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45. In terms of section 218(2) of the Companies Act, the defendant is liable to the 

plaintiff for the loss or damage suffered by him, as set out in paragraph 42 

above.

WHEREFORE the plaintiff claims:

(a) Payment in an amount of R92 337 904;

(b) Interest on the aforesaid amount at the prescribed rate a tempora morae to date

of payment;

(c) Further and/or alternative relief;

Plaintiffs counsel

C&A FRIEDLANDER

Per:
J WILLIAMS
3rd Floor
42 Keerom Street

Plaintiffs attorneys
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To THE REGISTRAR
HIGH COURT

CAPE TOWN

CAPE TOWN
[Ref.: JAW/MBM/WH0257]
[Tel.: 021 487 7900]

And to: STEINHOFF INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS (PROPRIETARY) 
LIMITED
Building B2
Vineyard Office Park
Comer Adam Tas And Devon Valley Road
STELLENBOSCH



IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA 

(WESTERN CAPE DIVISION, CAPE TOWN)

In the application between:

TREVO CAPITAL LTD

and

HAMILTON BV

HAMILTON 2 BV

STEINHOFF INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD

In re the matter between:

HAMILTON BV

HAMILTON 2 BV . ■

and

STEINHOFF INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD

SUPPORTING AFFIDAVIT

Case No: 17327/2020

Applicant / Intervening Party

First Respondent

Second Respondent

Third Respondent

First Applicant

Second Applicant

Third Respondent

I, the undersigned,
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ANDRE FREDERICK BOTHA

do hereby make oath and say:

1. I am an adult businessman currently residing at 11 Mimosa Crescent, 

Milnerton, 7441.

2. The facts deposed to herein are within my personal knowledge, save where 

the context indicates the contrary, and are furthermore true and correct. 

Where I refer to information conveyed to me by others, I verily believe such 

information to be true.

3. I have read the affidavits in the application for declaratory relief (“the 

declaratory application") instituted by Hamilton BV and Hamilton 2 BV 

(collectively referred to as “Hamilton") against SteinhOff International Holdings 

(Proprietary) Limited (“SIHPL”).

4. I have also read the founding affidavit of Johann-Dirk Enslin in support of the 

urgent application by Trevo Capital Limited (“Trevo”) for leave to intervene in 

the declaratory application, ano' for an order that other creditors be afforded an 

opportunity to apply to intervene in the declaratory application and to advance 

submissions concerning the relief sought by Hamilton in the declaratory 

application.

5. I have not yet had the opportunity to take full legal advice as to whether to 

intervene in the declaratory application and require an opportunity to do so.

, For the reasons set out below, however, I support Trevo’s application. More
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particularly, I agree with the contentions advanced in Mr Enslin’s affidavit 

regarding the approaches adopted by both Hamilton and SIHPL to the 

determination of classes for the purposes of a compromise in terms of section 

155 of the Companies Act 71 of 2008 ("the Act").

6. I respectfully submit that I should be afforded the opportunity to intervene in 

the declaratory application after fully considering my position, should I be so 

minded and advised, and to advance my case regarding the appropriate 

determination of classes.

MY CLAIM AGAINST SIHPL

7. Messrs Michael John Morris, Pau! Ronald Potter, Peter Andrew Berry, 

Francois Johan Malan, Warren Wendell Steyn and I contend that we are 

creditors of SIHPL and have a!: instituted action against SiHPL, as follows:

, 7.1. . . Mr Paul Ronald Potter and Michael John Morris instituted action 

against SIPHL on 6 December 2019; and

7.2. Mr Peter Andrew Berry, Mr Francois Johan Maian, Mr Warren 

Wendell, Steyn and ! instituted action against SIPHL on 15 June 

2020.

8. Our claims are premised on a similar cause of action namely that we have 

suffered damages in consequence of being induced by a misrepresentation 

made by SIHPL’s representatives to conclude certain contractual 

arrangements and give up certain financial benefits contractually provided for
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and which benefits (in particular the payment of a substantial bonus or 

guarantee hereinafter referred to as “the underpin") would, but for the 

agreement(s) concluded in reliance on the misrepresentation, have accrued to 

the said plaintiffs (referred to below as “the underpin creditors").

9. The underpin creditors claim that they were induced to conclude these 

contractual arrangements and forego these financial benefits on the basis of a 

misrepresentation as to the value of their interest in Steinhoff International 

Holdings NV made in particular by way of the publication of the 2014 annual 

financial statements of that company’s subsidiary and principal asset, SIHPL.

10. Relying on that misrepresentation the underpin creditors agreed to relinquish 

their entitlement to the underpin, which they wouid not have done but for the 

misrepresentation in which event the underpin would have become due and 

payabr.. to them in a substantial amount.

.1T In this regard, at the time that the contractual arrangements and the release of 

the underpin was, being negotiated, SIPHL’s representatives, more particularly 

Mr Markus Jooste .(being simultaneously a director of Pepkor), were aware of 

. toe negotiations and the reliance that would be placed by the public in general, 

and.by the underpin creditors in particuiar, upon the representation. -

12. In consequence, the underpin creditors suffered damages in amounts 

equivalent to that which they would, but for the misrepresentation, have 

received by way of the underpin.
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13. The further details of the claim are set out in the particulars of claim annexed 

hereto as “AFB1”.

THE DECLARATORY APPLICATION

14. SIHPL intends to propose a compromise of its financial obligations with three 

classes of its creditors in terms of section 155 of the Act (“the proposer). The 

“classes” into which SIPHL has purported to divide the aforementioned 

creditors are dealt with in further detail below.

15. The broad terms of the proposal are set out in a term sheet that has been 

available on the Steinhoff NV website since 27 July 2020 (annexure FA2.3 to 

Hamilton's founding affidavit in the declaratory application). The terms were 

slightly updated and then republished on Steinhoff NVs website on 9 October 

2020 A.copy cf the updated term sheet (“the term sheet) is annexure JE'i to 

Mr Enslin’s affidavit.

16. The three “classes” of creditor referred to in the term sheet are the SIHPL.
■: . . 7 ■■ ■■ ■ '.;p dl-

CPU Creditors (‘The FC class"), the SiHPL Contractual Claimants (“the CC

.c/as^”), and.the SiHPL Market Purchase Claimants (“the MPC class").

17. As to the classification of the underpin creditors’ claims in the proposal, SIHPL 

has specifically excluded the underpin creditors from any potential payment to 

be made in terms of the proposal and has classified the underpin claimants as 

“Non-Qualifying Claims".
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18. This is so although the claims of other creditors who are proposed to receive a 

dividend under the proposal are also disputed. By way of example, SIHPL 

contends that the claims of both the MPC creditors and the underpin claimants 

have no prospects of success yet the MPC creditors are proposed to receive a 

dividend while the underpin creditors are excluded from any dividend and 

classified as non-qualifying.

19. This is despite the fact that the legal merits of their claims are contended to be 

identical.

20. Clearly the classification is arbitrary and designed to serve SIHPL’s tactical 

ends. By tactically classifying the claims in this manner SIHPL seeks to. 

manipulate the outcome of the vote to its own ends.

2.1. By way of the declaratory appiioatto r, Hamilton seeks relief tha< would prevent 

the proposal -.from being adopted by SIHPL’s creditors or from being 

sanctioned by a court.

22. Hamilton contends in particular that the CC class and the MPC class cannot

r constitute a “classhof .creditot" in terms of section 155 of the Act, because both

classes- comprise concurrent creditors. Instead, says Hamilton, the classes 

envisaged by section 155 are those recognised in insolvency law: concurrent 

creditors, secured, creditors, and statutory preferent creditors. Moreover, 

Hamilton contends - in effect - that the proposed settlement with the CC class 

is unfair and inequitable and thus not sanctionable by a court in due course.
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23. I agree with Hamilton that the proposal, as it is currently envisaged in the term 

sheet, cannot be sanctioned by a court and that it is unfair and inequitable.

24. I contend further that the proposal is fundamentally flawed, inter alia, for the 

reasons set out in paragraph 48. of Mr Enslin’s affidavit.

25. In consequence, I respectfully concur that SIHPL’s classification of creditors

as currently contained in the proposal renders the proposal unsanctionable by

a court.

ANDRE FREDERICK BOTHA

I certify that:

that the contents of

COMMISSIONER OF OATHS

i. The Deponent acknowledged to me that: . < ■
a. He knows and understands the contents of this declaration;
b. He has no objection to taking the prescribed oath; and

. - c. He considers the prescribed oath to be binding on his conscience.
ii. . Th.;. Deponent thereafter uttered the words, “I swear

this declaration are true, so help me God.”
iii. The Deponent signed this declarationin . my pi esc

on the J.fc\7'#day of
sence at

Full names: ...ThTGOA ............    - ....

Designation and area:.. .C:^.,!... /&C.?........

Street address: .k?.

COMMISSIONER OF OATHS 
ELZETTE CRONJE 

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT (SA) 
SECTION 2

17 NEW CHURCH STREET 
CAPE T^M, 8001

SIGN: —



"AFB1

PARTICULARS OF CLAIM

The parties

1. The plaintiff is Andre Frederick Botha, a businessman currently residing at 11 

Mimosa Crescent, Milnerton, 7441.

2. The defendant is Steinhoff International Holdings (Proprietary) Limited 

(formerly Steinhoff International Holdings Limited), a company with limited 

liability, duly iriC’Cttpora.ted in terms of the company laws of the Republic of

■ SOuth Africa with its principal place of business at Building B2 Vineyard Office 

■ - ss- 'Paric: Corner Adam Tas and Devon Valley Roads, Stellenbosch;Western Cape.

Thi acquisition. Pf the'-business and the conclusion of the service agreement

3. ; In or about December 2; 11, a company being Pepkor Capital (Proprietary) Ltd,

which subsequently changed its name to Flash Mobile Vending (Proprietary) 

Limited (‘Flash Mobile’), commenced negotiations for the acquisition of the 

business of, inter alia, Flash Mobile Cash (Proprietary) Limited, pursuant to 

which and in or about late-2011, Flash Mobile became the owner of the 

aforementioned business (‘the business’).

4. The plaintiff was a key individual in the business and accordingly, in anticipation 

alternatively, in consequence of the sale of the business to Flash Mobile, on or 

about 8 May 2012 and at Parow, the plaintiff concluded a service agreement with
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Flash Mobile (then Pepkor Capital), a copy of which is attached marked “A”, in 

terms of which, inter alia, the plaintiff would provide services to Flash Mobile 

(‘the service agreement’).

5. In concluding the service agreement the plaintiff acted personally and Flash 

Mobile was represented by CJ Klem.

The shares exchange agreement

6. As at 31 January 2013 the following companies held shares as set outbelow:

6.1. a compaay' known as Odvest 155 (Proprietary) Limited (‘Odvest’) held 

 one hundred percent of the issued share capital in Flash Mobile;

; 6.2. a company; known as Pepkor Limited (‘Pepkor’) held seventy five 

percent of the issued shares in Odvest;

6 3, a company iknown as Little Swift Investment Holdings (Proprietary!
,• . ■ - !; .. . ■, . :t>(- j; '(

Limited ('Little Swift’) held twenty five percent of the issued shares in 

Odvest.

7. On or about 31 January 2013, Little Swift concluded an agreement entitled 

“Exchange Agreement” (‘the shares exchange agreement’) with Pepkor, 

Odvest and a company called Business Venture Investments No 1499 (RF) (Pty) 

Ltd (‘BVI’), in terms whereof Little Swift exchanged all of the shares which it 

had previously held in Odvest for 480 031 ordinary shares in BVI (“the BVI 

shares”).
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8. The shares exchange agreement was concluded at Parow.

9. In concluding the shares exchange agreement Mr Peter Berry represented Little 

Swift, Pepkor was represented by P J Erasmus, Odvest was represented by CJ 

Klein and BVI was represented by B Baisley.

10. A copy of the shares exchange agreement is annexed marked “B”.

11. At the time of the conclusion of the shares exchange agreement, BVI held some

1 o 104 262 ordinary shares in Pepkor,

The first addendum

12. . On or about 21 May 2013, the plaintiff and Flash Mobile concluded an addendum

to the service agreement, a copy of which is attached marked “C” (‘the first 

addendum’).

13. The first addendum was couciuded at Parow,.

14. in concluding the first addendum the plaintiff acted personally and Flash Mobile 

was represented by CJ Klem.

15. In terms of annexure “A” to the first addendum, the plaintiff was entitled, inter 

alia, to payment of a special bonus, to be calculated in accordance with the 

formula set out in clause 3.3 of the said annexure A to the first addendum, 

(referred to by the parties, and in what follows, as the ‘underpin’) in the event

that:
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15.1. the profit after taxation of Flash Mobile and two associated entities, 

Future Cell (Pty) Ltd and Flash IP (Pty) Ltd, earned during the 2017/2018 

financial year (‘the PAT’), exceeded R104 000 000 (clause 3.1, read with 

the definitions in clause 3.2); and

15.2. the value of the BVI shares, calculated as at 30 September 2018 and in 

accordance with the provisions of a separate Put and Call Option 

agreement between BVI and Little Swift, was below R96 194 849 (clause 

3.3 read with the definitions in clause 3.2).

The second addendum

16. On or about 10 July 2014. the plaintiff and Flash Mobile concluded.a second 

addendum to the service agreement, a copy of which is-attached’marked “D” 

(‘the second addendum’).

17. The second addendum was concluded at Parow.

18. In concluding the second addendum the plaintiff acted personally and Flash 

Mobile was represented by CJ Klem.

19. The second addendum amended the service agreement (and the first addendum) 

and provided that the plaintiff was entitled, inter alia, to payment'of the underpin, 

in an amount to be calculated in accordance with the formula set out in clause 

3.3 of annexure A to the second addendum, in the event that:
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19.1. the PAT exceeded R104 000 000 (clause 3.1, read with the definitions in

clause 3.2); and

19.2. the combined value of the BVI shares and the BVI2 shares, being 76716 

ordinary shares held by Little Swift in the company K2013137280 (Pty) 

Ltd (‘BVI2’), calculated as at 30 September 2018 and in accordance with 

the provisions of two separate Put and Call Option agreements between 

BVI, the related entity BVI2 and Little Swift, detailed hereunder, was 

below R96 194 849 (clause 3.3 read with the definitions in clause 3.2).

The settlemeiA agreement " ' ’

20... On or about 8 September 2c ■ ’.4 and at Cape Town, the plaintiff, acting personally,

concluded a. settlement,^agreement (‘the settlement agreement) with Flash 

Mobile, represented by Paul Potter, in terms whereof it was agreed that the' 

plaintiff’s employment with Flash Mobile would be terminated but that, 

notwithstanding, such termination, the underpin provisions as contained in rhe 

second addendum would remain of full force and effect and that the plaintiff : 

would retain his right to payment of the underpin in the event of the pre

conditions therefor being satisfied (clause 6. thereof).

21. A copy of the settlement agreement is annexed marked “E”.

The arrangement between the defendant, Pepkor, BVI and SteinhoffNV
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22. During February 2015:

22.1. Pepkor undertook a share buy-back and purchased the shares which BVI 

held in Pepkor, for an amount of R3 080 242 835;

22.2. BVI subscribed for 32 215 class D ordinary shared in Newshelf 1093 

(Pty) Ltd (‘Newshelf ) at a purchase consideration of R3 080 242 835;

22.3. BVI, the defendant and Steinhoff Africa Holdings (Pty) Ltd concluded an 

exchange agreement (‘the exchange agreement’) pursuant to which BVI 

exchanged its shares in Newshelf for 51 703 157 ordinary shares in tire 

defendant at an. issue price of R57 per share;

22.4. The defendant was at the time a public company listed on the main board 

of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (‘JSE’);' '

22.5. The resultant value ascribed by the parties to the exchange agreement to 

the ordinary shares in the defendant acquired. ,by BVI as afo^esa)4-., w,as 

R2 947 079 949.

23, Pursuant to a scheme of arrangement implemented in or about-December 2015:

23.1. the defendant was converted to a private company;

23.2. its listing on the JSE was terminated;
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23.3. it became a wholly-owned subsidiary of Steinhoff International Holdings 

NV (‘Steinhoff NV’), a public company listed on the Frankfurt Stock 

Exchange and inwardly listed on the main board of the JSE; and

23.4. BVI’s 51 703 157 ordinary shares in the defendant were exchanged for an 

equal number of shares in Steinhoff NV, on the basis that Steinhoff NV’s 

only asset, or only significant asset, was its shareholding in the defendant.

24. As a result of the aforesaid scheme of arrangement (‘the scheme of 

arrangement’), B VI became a shareholder in Steinhoff NV.

The settlement agreement addendum

25.. Subsequem to the arrangement described above, on or about 19 May 2015 and

(, at Cape Town, ths plaintiff, acting personally and in reliance on the

representation set out below, concluded an addendum to the settlement 

agreement (‘.the settfexneHt agreement addendum’) with Flash Mobile.

, represented by CJ Kdpm, which, provided for the deletion of the underpin 

provisions and in terms of which the plaintiff relinquished his right to the 

underpin. A copy of this agreement is attached marked “F”

The plaintiff’s claim in delict

(i) The representation

26. Prior to and at the time of the conclusion of the settlement agreement addendum 

and the deletion of the underpin effected thereby, the defendant represented that
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its financial position was as it appeared from the defendant’s 2014 annual 

financial statement (‘the 2014 AFS’) (‘the representation’).

27. The representation was made by:

27.1. the publication to the general public, including the plaintiff, of the 2014 

AFS; and

27.2. the defendant’s failure to advise the general public, including the plaintiff, 

of the false statements included in the 2014 AFS which could or would 

have constituted price-sensitive information regarding defendant’s shares 

and thus the value of the BVI shares.

k ..28. The defendant was obliged to advise the plaintiff, as member of the general

, public, of the false statements in the 2014 AFS in that: '

28.1. the true facts regarding its financial position were within the defendant’s

exclusive knowledge; . ....

28.2. the defendant and its executives knew and intended, alternatively ought 

to have known, that the general public, including the plaintiff, would rely 

on the representation of the defendant’s financial position as it appeared 

from the 2014 AFS.

29. The representation was false, in that:
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29.1. various transactions had been structured and implemented which had the 

result of substantially inflating the profit and asset values of the Steinhoff 

group (until August 2015 the defendant and its subsidiary companies) 

over an extended period;

29.2. fictitious or irregular transactions were entered into with parties said to 

be, and made to appear to be third-party entities and independent of the 

Steinhoff group and its executives, but which were in fact closely related 

to the defendant’s then chief executive officer, Markus Jooste, and other 

executives of the Steinhoff group or were controlled by Jooste and such 

other executives;

. 2,9.3. within the Steinhqff group, fictitious or irregular income was created at 

intermediary level, and then allocated to underperforming operating 

entities as, so-called ‘'contributions’- that took different forms and either

i increased income or reduced expenses in those operating entities;

29.4. documents supporting fictitious or irregular transactions were often 

created after the fact and backdated;

29.5. the assets and income of certain of the defendant’s European subsidiary 

companies were materially overstated and/or their liabilities materially 

understated;

29.6. it had the effect of overstating the defendant’s and Steinhoff NV’s 

financial position, and thus overvaluing the BVI shares.
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30. The representation was;

30.1. false, to the knowledge of the defendant and its executives; alternatively 

they made the representations aware of the possible lack of truth thereof, 

and recklessly;

30.2. alternatively, negligent;

30.3. in any event, made wrongfully.

31. The representation was material and was relied upon by the plaintiff and misled 

him when considering whether to release the underpin as to the value of BVI’s 

shareholding, in ths..defendant and the consequent value of the BVI shares, and 

thus the need for, and value of, the underpin.
■' ■ J

32. But for the representation, the plaintiff would not have concluded -the,settlement 

. agreement addendum, thereby relinquishing his right to the underpin.

.The revelatiQn of the rnisrepresentatBon and the reduced value of the BVI-shares

33. The misrepresentation perpetrated in the manner set out above, was revealed as 

follows:

33.1. On 5 December 2017 Steinhoff NV released an ad hoc announcement 

advising the market that its audited results had been delayed pending 

further investigation.
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33.2. On 6 December 2017 Jposte resigned as chief executive officer of 

SteinhoffNV, and the price at which Steinhoff NV’s shares traded on both 

the Frankfurt Stock Exchange and the JSE declined significantly.

33.3. On 2 January 2018 SteinhoffNV announced that its audited financial 

statements for the 2015 and 2016 financial years could not be relied upon 

and withdrew such statements, thereby confirming media reports 

regarding misstatements in Steinhoff NV’s and the defendant’s financial 

statements, including the 2014 AFS, that had commenced at the

■ approximate time of the ad hoc announcement of 5 December 2017.

34, Zks a result of the aforesaid revelations, the value of BVFs shareholding in 

,,, Steinhoff NV, and thus the value of the BVI shares, declined dramatically. . ,

The valiifc of the underpin and compliance with the conditions 1 «

3.5. The underpin was to be calculated with reference to clause 3.3 of annexure A to 

the secopd addendum, which refers to clause 4.1 of the “BVI put. and call optfopr*; 

agreement” and clause 4.1 of the “BVI2 put and call option agreement”.

36. The ‘BVI put and call option agreement’ referred to in the second addendum was

concluded in writing between Little Swift, C H Wiese, Titan Premier 

Investments (Pty) Ltd and BVI at Parow and on or about 31 January 2013 (‘the 

BVI put and call option agreement’). A copy of the BVI put and call option 

agreement is attached marked “G”. . . ,
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37. In concluding the B VI put and call option agreement Little Swift was represented 

by Mr Peter Berry, Dr C H Wiese acted personally and also represented Titan 

Premier Investments (Pty) Ltd and BVI was represented by Mr Bruce Baisley.

38. The ‘BVI2 put and call option agreement’ referred to in the second addendum 

was concluded in writing between Little Swift, C H Wiese, Titan Premier 

Investments (Pty) Ltd and BVI2 on or about 18 June 2014 (‘the BVI2 put and 

call option agreement’). A copy of the BVI2 put and call option agreement is 

attached marked “H”.

39. In concluding the BVI2 put and call option agreement Little Swift was 

represented by Mi- Peter Berry. Dr C H Wiese acted personally and-also 

represented-Titan Premier Investments (Pty) Ltd and BVI2 was represented by 

Mr Bruce Baisley.

40. The conditions for payment of the special bonus in terms of the underpin 

provisions contained in the second addendum were met in that:
* ‘ - ’ * • ''1 ' -■ ''DA*’. , i •:

40.1. the PAT (as defined) earned during 2017/2018 exceeded P.104 000 000; 

and

40.2. the combined value of the BVI and B VI2 shares, calculated with reference 

to the BVI and BVI2 put and call option agreements (or otherwise) on 30 

September 2018 was nil, and therefore less than the R96 194 849 referred 

to in clause 3.3 of annexure A to the second addendum.
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41. But for the representation, the plaintiff would have been entitled to a special 

bonus of R13 191 129, calculated with reference to the formula set out in clause 

3.3. of the second addendum, as set out in annexure “I”.

42. In the premises, the plaintiff would, but for the representation and the conclusion

of the settlement agreement addendum, have been entitled to payment of the 

underpin calculated in accordance with the formula in clause 3.3 of annexure A 

to the second addendum, in. the amount of R13 191 129. ‘

The plaintiffs damages

< 43, . Accordingly and ar, a result of the defendant’s misrepresetitatiGn, the plaintiff 

has suffered uamages m the amount of R13 191 129, being the underpin or bonus

. that he would have received had he not concluded the settlement agreement 

addendum in reliance on that misrepresentation.

> -.The plaiKtifPs.aitaniadve claim in terms of section 218 of the Companies Act ■

44. In terms of section 218(2) of the Companies Act, any person who contravenes 

any provision of the Act is liable to any other person for any loSs or damage 

suffered by the latter person as a result of that contravention.

45. By its publication to the general public, including the plaintiff, of the 2014 AFS, 

and of the material misstatements contained therein (as described above), the 

defendant contravened various provisions of the Companies Act, including:
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45.1. section 22( 1), in that the defendant carried on its business recklessly, with 

gross negligence, with intent to defraud persons (including the plaintiff), 

and for a fraudulent purpose;

45.2. section 28(1), in that the defendant failed to keep accurate and complete 

accounting records as necessary to enable it to satisfy its obligations in 

terms of the Act with respect to the preparation of financial statements, 

such obligations being set out in section 29(1) of the Act;

45.3. section 28(3), in that the defendant, with an intention to deceive or 

mislead the general public, including the plaintiff, failed to keep accurate

. . or complete accounting records and falsified or permitted to be falsified it 

accounting records; - .*

45.4. section ; 29(1),, in that the defendant provided financial statements, 

. including annuai financial statements, to the general public, including the

plaintiffj iyhich did not present fairly the state of affairs and business''of 

. the defendant and did not accurately explain the transactions and financial 

position of tire business of the defendant and which did not accurately 

show the defendant’s assets, liabilities and equity;

45.5. section 29(2), in that the 2014 AFS prepared by the defendant were false 

and misleading in material respects, or incomplete in material particulars.

46. The plaintiff has suffered loss or damage as a result of the aforesaid 

contraventions, as set out in paragraph 45 above.
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47. In terms of section 218(2) of the Companies Act, the defendant is liable to the

plaintiff for the loss or damage suffered by him, as set out in paragraph 44 above.

WHEREFORE the plaintiff claims:

(a) Payment in an amount of R13 191 129;

(b) Interest on the aforesaid amount at the prescribed rate a tempora morae to date 

of payment;

(c) Further and/or alternative relief;

(d) Costs of suit.

DATED at CAPE TOWN on this the

Plaintiffs counsel

C&A FRIEDLAND
Plaintiffs attorney^

Per:
J wii/Li ams

3rd Floor
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To THE REGISTRAR
HIGH COURT

CAPE TOWN

42 Keerom Street
CAPE TOWN
[Ref.: JAW/MBM/WH0257]

[Tel.: 021 487 7900]

And to: STEINHOFF INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS (PROPRIETARY)
LIMITED
Building B2
Vineyard Office Park
Comer Adam Tas And Devon Valley Road

STELLENBOSCH



IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA
(WESTERN CAPE DIVISION, CAPE TOWN)

Case No: 17327/2020

In the application between:

TREVO CAPITAL LTD Applicant / Intervening Party

and

HAMILTON BV First Respondent

Second RespondentHAMILTON 2 BV

STEINHOFF INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD Third Respondent

!r> re the matter between:

HAMILTON BV First Applies:

HAMILTON 2 BV Second Applicant

and

■ ’ STELNrlOFF INTERNATIONAL;HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD Third Respondent

SUPPORTING AFFIDAVIT

I, the undersigned,
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FRANCOIS JOHAN MALANy;, .

do hereby make oath and say:

1. I am an adult businessman currently residing at 7 AP Venter Avenue, 

Uniepark, Stellenbosch, 7600.

2. The facts deposed to herein are within my personal knowledge, save where 

the context indicates the contrary, and are furthermore true and correct. 

Where I refer to information conveyed to me by others, I verily believe such 

information to be true.

3. I have read the affidavits in the application for declaratory relief (“the 

declaratory application’') instituted by Hamilton BV and Hamilton 2 BV 

(collectively-referred t£> as “Hamilton”) against Steinhoff International Holdings 

(Proprietary) Limited (“SiHPL”).

4. I have also read the founding affidavit of Johann-Dirk Enslin in support of the 

urgent application by Trevo Capital Limited (“Trevo”) for leave to intervene in 

the declaratory application, and for an order mat bmef’bfbditors be afforded ant

opportunity to apply to intervene in the declaratory application and to advance 

submissions concerning the relief sought by Hamilton in the declaratory 

application.

5. I have not yet had the opportunity to take full legal advice as to whether to 

intervene in the declaratory application and require an opportunity to do so. 

For the reasons set out below, however, I support Trevo’s application. More



particularly, I agree with the contentions advanced in Mr Enslin’s affidavit 

regarding the approaches adopted by both Hamilton and SIHPL to the 

determination of classes for the purposes of a compromise in terms of section 

155 of the Companies Act 71 of 2008 (“the Act’).

6. I respectfully submit that I should be afforded the opportunity to intervene in 

the declaratory application after fully considering my position, should I be so 

minded and advised, and to advance my case regarding the appropriate 

determination of classes.

MY CLAIM AGAINST SIHPL

7. Messrs Michael John Morris, Paul Ronald Potter, Andre Frederick Botha, 

Peter Andrew Berry, Warren Wendell Steyn and ! contend that we are 

creditors of SiHPL and have all instituted action against SIHPL, as follows:

7^. Mr Paul Ronald'Potter and Michael John Morris instituted action

against SiPHL on 6 December 2019; and

7.2. Mr Andre Frederick Botha, Mr Peter Andrew Berry, Mr Warren

Wendell Steyn and I instituted action against SIPHL on 15 June 

2020.

8. Our claims are premised on a similar cause of action namely that we have 

suffered damages in consequence of being induced by a misrepresentation 

made by SIHPL’s representatives to conclude certain contractual 

arrangements and give up certain financial benefits contractually provided for
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and which benefits (in particular the payment of a substantial bonus or 

guarantee hereinafter referred to as “the underpin") would, but for the 

agreement(s) concluded in reliance on the misrepresentation, have accrued to 

the said plaintiffs (referred to below as “the underpin creditors").

9. The underpin creditors claim that they were induced to conclude these 

contractual arrangements and forego these financial benefits on the basis of a 

misrepresentation as to the value of their interest in Steinhoff International 

Holdings NV made in particular by way of the publication of the 2014 annual 

financial statements of that company’s subsidiary and principal asset, SIHPL.

10. Relying on that misrepresentation the underpin creditors agreed to relinquish 

their entitlement to the underpin, which they would not have done but for the
■ ■' 

misiepresesitation in which event the underpin would have become due and 

payable to them ir a substantial amount.

I . • . »’ .J

11. In thisTegard, at thermo that the contractual arrangements and the release of 

the untferpin was being negotiated, SIPHL’s representatives, more particularly

: : v ■ <;Mr Markus. .Joost® (being simultaneously a director of Pepkor), were awgre- of l 

the Negotiations and -the-reliance that would be placed by the public in general, 

and by the underpin creditors in particular, upon the representation.

12. In consequence, the underpin creditors suffered damages in amounts 

equivalent to that which they would, but for the misrepresentation, have 

received by way of the underpin.



13. The further details of the claim are set out in the particulars pf claim annexed 

hereto as “FJMI”.

THE DECLARATORY APPLICATION

14. SIHPL intends to propose a compromise of its financial obligations with three 

classes of its creditors in terms of section 155 of the Act (“the proposal"^). The 

“classes” into which SIPHL has purported to divide the aforementioned 

creditors are dealt with in further detail below.

15. The broad terms of the proposal are set out in a term sheet that has been 

available on the Steinhoff NV website since 27 July 2020 (annexure FA2.3 to

•Hamilton’s founding affidavit in the declaratory application). The terms were 

^li^htly-updated and then-republished on Steinhoff NV’s website on 9 October 

2020. A. copv e' -too- updated term sheet (“toe term sheet') is annexure JE1 to

Mr Enslin’s affidavit.

16. The three “classes” of creditor referred to in the term sheet are the SIHPL.

CP J Creditors’(^toe FC' class”), the SIHPL Contractual Claimants (“toe CC

class")]-'and the SiHPL Market Purchase Claimants (“toe MFC class").

17. As to the classification of the underpin creditors’ claims in the proposal, SIHPL 

has specifically excluded the underpin creditors from any potential payment to 

be made in terms of the proposal and has classified the underpin claimants as 

“Non-Qualifying Claims”.
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18. This is so although the claims of other creditors who are proposed to receive a 

dividend under the proposal are also disputed. By way of example, SIHPL 

contends that the claims of both the MPC creditors and the underpin claimants 

have no prospects of success yet the MPC creditors are proposed to receive a 

dividend while the underpin creditors are excluded from any dividend and 

classified as non-qualifying.

19. This is despite the fact that the legal merits of their claims are contended to be

identical.

20. Clearly the classification ts arbitrary and designed to serve SIHPL’s tactical 

ends. By tactically classifying the claims in this manner SiHPL seeks to 

manipulate the outcome of the vote to its own ends.

21.. -By way -ofThe-declaratory application, Hamilton seeks relief that would prevent

- the proposal fromt being; adopted by SIHPL’s creditors oi being 

sanctioned by a court.

22. Hamilton contends in particular that the CC class and the MPC.’class cannot ;

constitute'a- “cfessroc in terms of section 155 of the Act,’ because* bbth ' !■■ ;.■ ■■ 

classes comprise concurrent creditors. Instead, says Hamilton, the classes 

envisaged by section 155 are those recognised in insolvency law: concurrent 

creditors, secured creditors, and statutory preferent creditors. Moreover, 

Hamilton contends - in effect - that the proposed settlement with the CC class 

is unfair and inequitable and thus not sanctionable by a court in due course.
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23. I agree with Hamilton that the proposal, as it is currently envisaged in the term

sheet, cannot be sanctioned by a court and that it is unfair and inequitable.

24. I contend further that the proposal is fundamentally flawed, inter alia, for the

reasons set out in paragraph 48. of Mr Enslin’s affidavit.

25. In consequence, I respectfully concur that SIHPL’s classification of creditors

as currently contained in the proposal renders the proposal unsanctionable by

a court.

I certify that:

th, I!

III.

Full names:

Designation and area:

Street address:

The Deponent acknowledged to me that: v : '' ’ 'r'-’ '
a a He kno j/s and understands the contents of this declaration;
b. Heihas no objection to taking the prescribed oath: and
c. 'E-io •■considsrs the prescribed oath to be binding on his c-On’science.

■ The Depfijnent’Thereafter uttered the words, “I swear that the contents of 
this declaration are true, sc-heip me God.” > <*> ■'<
The ■ . Deponent sigrted this declaration in my presence 'at 

the ..1.7. day of.2021.

Commissioner of Oaths .
Admitted Attorney / Tcegelate Prokureur 

............... Be- Waterkant Building,
10 Heiderberg Street, Stellenbosch 7600jj 

|]=======■—------- '

COMMAS



PARTICULARS OF CLAIM

5?

The parties

1. The plaintiff is Francois Johan Malan, a businessman currently residing at 7 AP 

Venter Avenue, Uni epark, Stellenbosch, 7600.

2. The defendant is Steinhoff International Holdings (Proprietary) Limited

i; (formerly Steinhoff International Holdings Limited), a company with limited

■ ,r' - . liability, duly incorporated in terms of the company laws of the Republic of

, r’.i,.; 5 . ■.■South Africa principal place of business at Building,B2 Vineyard Office .,,v.

'-'.■'.•de’- ' Park,;Ckvmer Ad^sn ??as and Devon Valley Roads, Stellenbosch, Western-Cape,

■ 7600. ■■ “ ■’ >'

it ; ;r „The acquisition ofTh§>bus/mess and the conclusion of the service agreement

;; .. ,..v ■ ' -In or:about December 201/1, a company being Pepkor Capital (Proprietary) Lid,

. which subsequently changed its name to Flash Mobile Vending (Proprietary) 

Limited (‘Flash Mobile’), commenced negotiations for, inter alia, the 

acquisition of the business of Flash Mobile Cash (Proprietary) Li mited, pursuant 

to which and in or about late-2011, Flash Mobile became the owner of the Ur' 

aforementioned business (‘the business’). FA

4. The plaintiff was a key individual in the business and accordingly, in anticipation 

„ - alternatively, in consequence of the sale of the business to Flash Mobile and on
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or about 8 May 2012, at Parow, the plaintiff concluded a service agreement with 

Flash Mobile (then Pepkor Capital), a copy of which is attached marked “A”, in 

terms of which, inter alia, the plaintiff would provide services to Flash Mobile 

(‘the service agreement’).

5. In concluding the service agreement the plaintiff acted personally and Flash 

Mobile was represented by CJ Klein.

The shares exchange agreement

6. As at 31 January 2013, the following companies held shares as set out below:

6.1, a company blown, as Odvest 155 (Proprietary) Limited (‘Odvest’) held 

one hundred percent of the issued share capital in Flash Mobile;

o - ' 6.2. a company’.-known <as Pepkor Limited (‘Pepkor’) held seventy five

■■ a . percent of the issued shares in Odvest:

6.3l ■'a1‘Company'‘ktiown’as Little Swift Investment. Holdings (Proprietary) 

Limited (‘Little Swiff) held twenty five percent of the issued shares in 

Odvest.

7. On or about 31 January 2013, Little Swift concluded an agreement entitled 

“Exchange Agreement'1'’ (‘the shares exchange agreement’) with Pepkor, 

Odvest and the company called Business Venture Investments No 1499 (RF) 

(Pty) Ltd (‘BVI’) in terms whereof Little Swift exchanged all of the shares which
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it had previously held in Qdvest for 480 031 ordinary shares, in BVI (‘the BVI 

shares’).

8. The shares exchange agreement was concluded at Parow.

9. In concluding the shares exchange agreement Mr Peter Berry represented Little 

Swift, Pepkor was represented by P J Erasmus, Odvest was represented by CJ 

Klem and BVI was represented by B Baisley.

10. A copy of the shares exchange agreement is annexed marked “B”.

11At the time of the conclusion of the shares exchange agreement, BVI held some

16 104 262 ordinary shares in Pepkor. ■

* « v-»
The first addeEidum '1 ’ " ~r'-

J r .'C'f

r v 12; .On. or about 21 May 2013, the plaintiff and Flash Mobile concluded an addendum
!A;*- i•jsiu ‘ -u.t

. • to the service Agreements copy of which is attached marked “C” (‘the first

addendum..’).

13. The first addendum was concluded at Parow.

In concluding the first addendum the plaintiff acted personally and Flash Mobile14.

was represented by CJ Klem.

15. In terms of annexure “A” to the first addendum, the plaintiff was entitled; inter

Zf/ alia, to payment of a special bonus, to be calculated in accordance with the / / 
/ 

formula set out in clause 3.3 of the said annexure A to the first addendum, ! '
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(referred to-by the parties and in what follows, as the ‘underpin’) in the event 

that:

15.1. the profit after taxation of the combined businesses of Flash Mobile 

Vending (Pty) Ltd and two associated entities, Future Cell (Pty) Ltd and 

Flash IP (Pty) Ltd, earned during the 2017/2018 financial year (‘the 

PAT’), exceeded R104 000 000 (clause 3.1, read with the definitions in 

clause 3.2); and

15.2. the value of the BVI shares, calculated as at 30 September 2018 and in

, accordance with provisions of a separate Put and Call Option

agreement between -B ■ VI. and Little Swift, was below R96 194 849 (clause 

.’.n. 33 read with tbt. defimtions in clause 3.2)/

The second addendum > - . /Ln /

16. On or about-10 July 2014, the plaintiff and Flash Mobile concluded a second

.wr. : addendum to .the. service, agreement, a copy of which is attached marked “D”

(‘the second addendum’). -■

17. The second addendum was concluded at Parow.

18. In concluding the second addendum the plaintiff acted personally and Flash

Mobile was represented by CJ Klein.
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19. The second addendum amended the service agreement (and the first addendum) ' 

and provided that the plaintiff was entitled, inter alia, to payment of the underpin, 

in an amount to be calculated in accordance with the formula set out in clause

3.3 of annexure A to the second addendum, in the event that:

19.1. the PAT exceeded R104 000 000 (clause 3.1, read with the definitions in 

clause 3.2); and

19.2. the value of the B VI shares and BVi2 shares, being 76716 ordinary shares 

held by Little . Swift in the company K2013137280 (Pty) Ltd (‘BVT25), 

calculated as at 30 September 2018 and in accordance with the provisions J ’‘

, t-of two separate Put'and Cad Option agreements bet ween BVI,‘the related 4 

endtyand.Little. Swift., detailed hereunder, was below R96194 849 

d-t.'n.- ' (clause 3.3 read with the definitions in clause 3.2).

■ ■ /■ ... ' - I - ■

:' Tteairrangement the defendant, Pepkor, BVI and Steinhoff NV

/ • 7 ■ - o'-.. ■ < ■ ' 1 •: y- '

20. During February 2015:

20.1. Pepkor undertook a share buy-back and purchased the shares which BVI 

held in Pepkor, for an amount of R3 080 242 835;

20.2. BVI subscribed for 32 215 class D ordinary shared in Newshelf 1093 y
■'j-- \ y

V 
(Pty) Ltd (‘Newshelf) at a purchase consideration of R3 080 242 835; '



20.3. BVI, the defendant and Steinhoff Africa Holdings (Pty) Ltd concluded an 

exchange agreement (‘the exchange agreement’) pursuant to which BVI 

exchanged its shares in Newshelf for 51 703 157 ordinary shares in the 

defendant at an issue price of R57 per share;

20.4. The defendant was at the time a public company listed on the main board 

of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (‘JSE’);

20.5. The resultant value ascribed by the parties to the exchange agreement to

. . the ordinary shares in the defendant acquired by BVI as aforesaid, was 

R2 947 079 949.

TL,. Pursuant to'a scheme of arrangement implemented in or about-December 2015:

.a • 2L'E the defendant v/as converted to a private company; ; . ■ ■. .... j

21.2. its listing on the JSE was terminated; ■■

T ... 21.3. it became,a wholly-owned subsidiary cf Steinhoff Intematipnal Holdings

• NV (‘Steinlioff NV’f a public company listed on the Frankfurt Stock 

Exchange and inwardly listed on the main board of the JSE; and

21.4. BVTs 51 703 157 ordmary shares in the defendant were exchanged for an 

equal number of shares in Steinhoff NV, on the basis that Steinhoff NV’s , 

only asset, or only significant asset, was its shareholding in the defendant. ' \
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22. As a result of the aforesaid scheme of arrangement (‘the scheme of

arrangement’), BVI became a shareholder in Steinhoff NV. ’ ’'

The third addendum

23. Subsequent to the arrangement described above, on or about 19 May 2015 and 

at Cape Town, the plaintiff, acting personally and in reliance on the 

representation set out below, concluded a third addendum to the service 

agreement, (‘the third addendum’), with Flash Mobile, represented by CJ 

Klem, which provided for the deletion of the underpin provisions and in terms 

of which the plaintiff relinquished his right to the underpin. A copy of this 

agreement is attached marked “E”.

The plahiiifPs claim m delict

(i) The representation

24. Prior to and at the time.of the conclusion of the third addendum and the deletion
7 i -t;. ■;!'i hi

of the underpin effected thereby, the defendant represented that its financial 

position was as it appeared from the defendant’s 2014 annual financial statement 

(‘the 2014 AFS’) (‘the representation’).

25. The representation was made by:

25.1. the publication to the general public, including the plaintiff, of the 2014

AFS; and
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25.2. the defendant’s failure to advise the general public, including the plaintiff, 

of the false statements included in the 2014 AFS which could or would 

have constituted price-sensitive information regarding defendant’s shares 

and thus the value of the BVI shares,

26. The defendant was obliged to advise the plaintiff, as member of the general 

public, of the false statements in the 2014 AFS in that:

26.1. the tine facts regarding its financial position were within the defendant’s

exclusive knowledge; ■ ?

26.2. the defendant and its executives knew and intended, alternatively ought 

..Io have rgiown, that the general public, including the plaintiff, would rely

... on the representation of the defendant’s financial position as it^appeared

from the 2014 AFS.

27. The representation was false, in tnat:

>27. k various transactions had been structured and implemented which had the 

result of substantially inflating the profit and asset values of the Steinhoff' 

group (until August 2015 the defendant and its subsidiary companies) 

over an extended period;

27.2. fictitious or irregular transactions were entered into with parties said to 

be, and made to appear to be third-party entities and independent of the 

Steinhoff group and its executives, but which were in fact closely related;.4



to the defendant’s then chief executive officer, Markus Jooste, and other 

executives of the Steinhoff group or were controlled by Jooste and such 

other executives;

27.3. within the Steinhoff group, fictitious or irregular income was created at 

intermediary level, and then allocated to underperforming operating 

entities as so-called “contributions” that took different forms and either 

increased income or reduced expenses in those operating entities;

27.4. documents supporiing fictitious or irregular transactions were often 

created after the fact and backdated;

2'1.5-. the assets and income of’certain of the defendant’s European-subsidiary 

! . companies were materially overstated and/or their liabilities materially 

understated:

27.6. it had the effect vbf overstating the defendant’s and Steinhoff NV’s

financial position, and thus overvaluing the BVI sharesS Ci \ :• ' I

2 8. The representation was:

28.1. false, to the knowledge of the defendant and its executives; alternatively

they made the representations aware of the possible lack of truth thereof, 

and recklessly;

28.2. alternatively, negligent;



28.3. in any event, made wrongfully.

29. The representation was, material and was relied upon by the plaintiff and misled 

him when considering whether to release the underpin, as to the value of BVi’s 

shareholding in the defendant and the consequent value of the BVI shares, and 

thus the need for, and value of, the underpin.

30. But for the representation, the plaintiff would not have concluded the third 

addendum, thereby relinquishing his right to the underpin.

The revelation of the misrepresentation and the reduced value of the BVI shares

31; Theumsrepresentation perpetrated in the manner set out above, was revealed as ux 

follows: > . .

31.1. On 5 December ,20 iP Steinhoff NV released an ad hoc announcement

. ■ i advising the market that its audited results had been delayed pending - 

further investigation. .

31.2. On 6 December 2017 Jooste resigned as chief executive officer of 

Steinhoff NV, and the price at which Steinhoff NV’s shares traded on both 

the Frankfurt Stock Exchange and the JSE declined significantly.

31.3. On 2 January 2018 Steinhoff NV announced that its audited financial 

statements for the 2015 and 2016 financial years could not be relied upon



regarding misstatements in Steinhoff NV’s and the defendant’s financial 

statements, including the 2014 AFS, that had commenced at the 

approximate time of the ad hoc announcement of 5 December 2017.

32. As a result of the aforesaid revelations, the value of BVI’s shareholding in 

Steinhoff NV, and thus the value of the BVI shares, declined dramatically.

The vaiu^ of the underpin and compliance with the conditions

33. The underpin was to be calculated vzith reference to clause 3.3 of annexure A to 

the second addendum, which refers to clause 4.1 of the “B Vlpiit and call option 

agreement” and clause 4.1 of the “BVI2 put and call option agreement”.

34. The..‘BVI put and call option agreement’ referred to in the second addendum was 

concluded in writing between Little Swift. C H Wiese, Titan Premier

■ Investments (Pty) •Ltd an&lBVI at Parow and on or about 31 January 2013 (‘the 

BYT putjarad call option agreement:’). A copy of the BVI put and call 'option' 

agreement is attached marked “F”.

35. In concluding the BVI put and call option agreement Little Swift was represented 

by Mr Peter Berry, Dr C H Wiese acted personally and also represented Titan 

Premier Investments (Pty) Ltd and BVI was represented by Mr Bruce Baisley.

36. The ‘BVI2 put and call option agreement’ referred to in the second addendum 

was concluded in writing between Little Swift, C H Wiese, Titan Premier 

Investments (Pty) Ltd and BVI2 on or about 18 June 2014 (‘the BVI2 put and ,
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caU option agreement’). A copy of the BVI2 put and call option agreement is 

attached marked “G”.

37. In concluding the BVI2 put and call option agreement Little Swift was 

represented by Mr Peter Berry, Dr C H Wiese acted personally and also 

represented Titan Premier Investments (Pty) Ltd and BVI2 was represented by 

Mr Bruce Baisley.

38. The conditions for payment of the special bonus in terms of the underpin 

provisions contained in the second addendum were met in that:

38.1. the PAT (as defined) earned during 2017/2018 exdeeded R104 000 000: 

and

i ,38.2. the combined value-Qf the BVI and BVI2 shares,’calculated with reference

, to the BVI and BVI2 put and call option agreements tor otherwise) on 30

; ■ ’ September-2018 was nil. and therefore less than the R9d' 194 849 referred’ '''

■ to in clause 3.3 of annexure A. to the second addendum? ‘ >

39. But for the representation, the plaintiff would have been entitled to a special 

bonus of R13 191 129, calculated with reference to the formula set out in clause 

3.3. of the second addendum, as set out in annexure “H”.

. A.
40. In the premises, the plaintiff would, but for the representation and the conclusion 

of the third addendum, have been entitled to payment of the underpin calculated,
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in accordance with the fpmula in clause 3.3 of annexure A to the second 

addendum, in the amount of R13 191 129. < <

The plaintiff’s damages

41. Accordingly and as a result of the defendant’s misrepresentation, the plaintiff 

has suffered damages in the amount of R13 191 129, being the underpin or bonus 

that he would have received had he not concluded the third addendum in reliance 

on that misrepresentation.

The plaintiff's alternative claim in terms of section 218 of the Companies Act

.42 .. In terw of lection. 218(2) of the Companies Act, any person vmo contravenes

’ any.pro’dsioh.-of the Act is liable to any other person for any loss or damage

1 suffered by the latter person as a result of that contravention.

; 43. By its publication tofhe general public, including the plaintiff) of the 2014 .AFSsw> ■ 

. • and of the material misstatements contained therein (as described above), the ;

defendant- contravened various provisions of the Companies Act, including:

43.1. section 22(1), in that the defendant carried on its business recklessly, with 

gross negligence, with intent to defraud persons (including the plaintiff), 

and for a fraudulent purpose;

43.2. section 28(1), in that the defendant failed to keep accurate and complete y 

accounting records as necessary to enable it to satisfy its obligations in,-

p



terms of the Act with respect to the preparation of financial statements, 

such obligations being set out in section 29(1) of the Act;

43.3. section 28(3), in that the defendant, with an intention to deceive or 

mislead the general public, including the plaintiff, failed to keep accurate 

or complete accounting records and falsified or permitted to be falsified it 

accounting records;

43.4. section 29(1), in that the defendant provided financial statements,
• t » '• • ' ’ I 1

- including annual financial statements, to the general public, including the 

plaintiff, which did not present fairly the state,of affairs aiid business of 

i the defendant and did not accurately explain the transactions and financial

position of the business of the defendant and which did not accurately

‘ show tlic defendant’s assets, liabilities and equity,

43.5. section 29(2), in that the 2014 AFS prepared by the defendant were false 

!i and misleading-ih material respects, or incomplete m material particulars.

44. ' The plaintiff has suffered loss or damage as a result, of the aforesaid

contraventions, as set out in paragraph 43 above.

45. In terms of section 218(2) of the Companies Act, the defendant is liable to the 

plaintiff for the loss or damage suffered by him, as set out in paragraph 42 above.

WHEREFORE the plaintiff claims: 

(a) Payment in ail amount ofR13 191 129;



(b) Interest on the aforesaid amcunt at the prescribed rate a tempora morae to date ;,

of payment;

(c) Further and/or alternative relief;

(d) Costs of suit.

DATED at CAPE TOWN on this the H ’ ^day of 2020.

I C BREMRIDGE SC

Plaintiffs counsel

3rd Floor
42 Keerom Street
CAPE TOWN 
[Ref.: JAW/MBM/WH0257]
[Tel.: 021 487 7900]

C&A FRIEDLANDER
Plaintiff's attorneys

Per:

To

And to:

THE REGISTRAR
HIGH COURT

CAPE TOWN

STEINHOFF INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS (PROPRIETARY)
LIMITED



Building B2

Vineyard Office Park

Comer Adam Tas And Devon Valley Road
STELLENBOSCH



IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA 

(WESTERN CAPE DIVISION, CAPE TOWN)

In the application between:

TREVO CAPITAL LTD

and

HAMILTON BV

HAMILTON 2 BV

STEINHOFF INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD

In re the matter between

HAMILTON BV

HAMILTON 2 BV . ,,,

and

■ '•STEINHOFF INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD

SUPPORTING AFFIDAVIT

Case No: 17327 /2020

Applicant / Intervening Party

First Respondent

Second Respondent

Third Respondent

First Applicant

Second Applicant

Third Respondent

I, the undersigned,
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WARREN WENDELLSTEYN - :

do hereby make oath and say:

1. I am an adult businessman currently residing at 19 Olive Lane, Constantia 

Nek Estate, Hout Bay, 7406.

2. The facts deposed to herein are within my personal knowledge, save where 

the context indicates the contrary, and are furthermore true and correct. 

Where I refer to information conveyed to me by others, I verily believe such 

information to be true.

3. I have read the' 'affidavits in the application for declaratory relief (“the

■ dedaratory by Hamilton BV and Hamilton 2 BV

(collectively-referred-to as ‘‘Hamilton”) against Steinhoff international Holdings
i .T 

(Proprietary) Limited (“SIHPL”).

4. ’ I have also read the founding affidavit of Johanru-Dirk Enslin in support of the

' urgent application by Trevo Capital Limited (“Trevo”) for leave to intervene in

! the declaratory appLication, and for an order that other creditors be afforded ah 

' opportunity to apply to intervene in the declaratory application and to advance 

submissions concerning the relief sought by Hamilton in the declaratory 

application.

5. I have not yet had the opportunity to take full legal advice as to whether to 

intervene in the declaratory application and require an opportunity to do so. 

For the reasons set out below, however, I support Trevo’s application. More
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particularly, I agree with the contentions advanced in Mr Enslin’s affidavit 

regarding the approaches adopted by both Hamilton and SIHPL to the 

determination of classes for the purposes of a compromise in terms of section 

155 of the Companies Act 71 of 2008 ("the Act’).

6. I respectfully submit that I should be afforded the opportunity to intervene in 

the declaratory application after fully considering my position, should I be so 

minded and advised, and to advance my case regarding the appropriate 

determination of classes.

MY CLAIM AGAINST SiHPL

7. Messrs Michael John Morris, Paul Ronald Potter, Andre Frederick Botha, 

Peter Andrew Berry, Francois Johan Malan and I contend that we are 

creditors of SIHPL and have all instituted action against SIHPL, as foliows:

7.1. Mr Pau! Ronald Potter and Mr Michael John Morris instituted action 

against SIPHL on 6 December 2019; and

7.2. - Mr Andre Frederick Botha, Mr Peter Andrew Berry, Mr Francois

Johan Malan and I instituted action against SIPHL on 15 June 2020.

8. Our claims are premised on a similar cause of action namely that we have 

suffered damages in consequence of being induced by a misrepresentation 

made by SIHPL’s representatives to conclude certain contractual 

arrangements and give up certain financial benefits contractually provided for 

and which benefits (in particular the payment of a substantial bonus or
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guarantee hereinafter referred to as “the underpin") would, but for the 

agreement(s) concluded in reliance on the misrepresentation, have accrued to 

the said plaintiffs (referred to below as “the underpin creditors").

9. The underpin creditors claim that they were induced to conclude these 

contractual arrangements and forego these financial benefits on the basis of a 

misrepresentation as to the value of their interest in Steinhoff International 

Holdings NV made in particular by way of the publication of the 2014 annual 

financial statements of that company’s subsidiary and principal asset, SIHPL.

10. Relying on that misrepresentation the underpin creditors agreed to relinquish 

their entitlement to the underpin, which they would not have done but for the 

misrepresentation in which event the underpin would have become due and 

payable to them in a substantia' amount.

1T. in this regard, at the time that the contractual arrangements and the release of 

the underpin was being negotiated, SIPHL’s representatives, more particularly 

•Mr Markus Jooste (being simultaneously a director of Pepkor), were aware of 

the negotiations and the reliance that would be placed by the public in general, 

and by the underpin creditors in particular, upon the representation.

12. In consequence, the underpin creditors suffered damages in amounts 

equivalent to that which they would, but for the misrepresentation, have 

received by way of the underpin.

13. The further details of the claim are set out in the particulars of claim annexed

hereto as “WWST’.



THE DECLARATORY APPUCATIO^

14. S!HPL intends to propose a compromise of its financial obligations with three 

classes of its creditors in terms of section 155 of the Act (“the proposer). The 

“classes” into which SIPHL has purported to divide the aforementioned 

creditors are dealt with in further detail below.

15. The broad terms of the proposal are set out in a term sheet that has been

avaiiabie on the Steinhoff NV website since 27 July 2020 (annexure FA2.3 to 

Hamilton’s founding affidavit in the declaratory application). The terms were 

slightly updated and then republished on Steinhoff NV’s website on 9 October 

2020. A copy of the updated term sheet (“the term sheet”) is annexure JE1 to 

Mi Enslin’s affidavit. .

16. The three ‘classed’ of•••creditor refe red to in the term sheet are the SIHPL 

-CPU ■Creditors '(“the--FC''class'''), the SIHPL Contractual Claimants (“the CG

class''), and the SIHPL Market Purchase Claimants (“the. MFC class").

'17. As to the classification of the underpin creditors’ claims in the proposal, SIHPL

1 ■ has specifically excluded the underpin creditors from any potential payment to

be made in terms of the proposal and has classified the underpin claimants as 

“Non-Qualifying Claims".

18. This is so although the claims of other creditors who are proposed to receive a 

dividend under the proposal are also disputed. By way of example, SIHPL 

contends that the claims of both the MPC creditors and the underpin claimants 

have no prospects of success yet the MPC creditors are proposed to receive ®



dividend while the underpin creditors are excluded from-any dividend and 

classified as non-qualifying.

19. This is despite the fact that the legal merits of their claims are contended to be 

identical.

20. Clearly the classification is arbitrary and designed to serve SIHPL’s tactical 

ends. By tactically classifying the claims in this manner SIHPL seeks to 

manipulate the outcome of the vote to its own ends.

21. By way of the declaratory application, Hamilton seeks relief that would prevent 

the proposal from being adopted by SIHPL’s creditors or from being 

sanctioned by a coun.

:'.i 22. Hamilton contends im particuiar that the CC class and the MPC class cannot

constitute a “dass of creditor in terms of section 155 of the Act, because both

■■■■:■ classes comprise concurrent creditors. Instead, says Hamilton, the classes 

envisaged by.section 155 are these recognised in insolvency law: concurrent 

creditors,, secured creditors, and statutory preferent creditors. Moreover,> 

Hamilton contends - in effect --- that the proposed settlement with .the CC class

' • is unfair and inequitable and thus not sanctionable by a court in due course.

23. I agree with Hamilton that the proposal, as it is currently envisaged in the term 

sheet, cannot be sanctioned by a court and that it is unfair and inequitable.

24. I contend further that the proposal is fundamentally flawed, inter alia, for the 

reasons set out in paragraph 48. of Mr Enslin’s affidavit.



25. In consequence, I respectfully concur that SIHPL’s classification of creditors

as currently contained in the proposal renders the proposal unsanctionable by 

a court.

WARREN WENDE TEYN

I certify that:

i. The Deponent acknowledged to me that:
a. He knows and understands the contents of this declaration;
b. He has no objection to taking the prescribed oath; and
c. He considers the prescribed oath to be binding on his conscience.

ii fhe Deponent thereafter uttered the words, “I swear that the contents of 
this declaration are true, so help me God.”

ill. The Deponent signed this declaration in my presence at
 on the .G.V?.. day of  ■202p. (

COMMISSIONER OF OATHS ■

Full names:   

Designation and area: Sr.I.^y  

Street address: .Q.)...?C£?.yuz^'

I certify that Sb OEPONEJff has atatodgKl that he/she knows and urxfefstaxfc the contaits 
cf any otMertion to takr^ the catTi, ard that he/sbfi consxfefs ilk) be Jjjn^onhis/herconscieftCe 
bsfere nw at <-'4< on fts ife ntu and that the
s^ulaSonsccntar&l inGoirarrflie 1972, as emended.

COMMSSSIONER OF OATHS (RSA) 
Oylan Bred!«y Peered CA (SA)
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PARTICULARS OF CLAIM

The parties

1. The plaintiff is Warren Wendell Steyn, a businessman currently residing at 19 

Olive Lane, Constantia Nek Estate, Hout Bay, 7406,

2. The defendant is Steinhoff International Holdings (Proprietary) Limited 

(formerly Steinhoff International Holdings Limited), a company with limited 

liability, duly incorporated in terms of the company laws of the R epublic of 

South Amca..with;its principal place of business at Building B2 Vineyard Office 

Park, Comer:Adam Tas and Devon Valley Roads, Stellenbosch, Western Cape, 

7600,

The acquisitio n of the business and the conclusion of the service agreement

.3, In or about December 2011, a company being Pepkor Capital (Proprietary) Ltd, 

which subsequently changed its name to Flash Mobile Vending (Proprietary) 

Limited (‘Flash Mobile’), commenced negotiations for, inter alia, the 

acquisition of the business of Flash Mobile Cash (Proprietary) Limited, pursuant 

to which and in or about late-2011, Flash Mobile became the owner of the 

aforementioned business (‘the business’).

4. The plaintiff was a key individual in the business and accordingly, in anticipation

alternatively, in consequence of the sale of the business to Flash Mobile and on
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or about 8 May 2012, at Parow, the plaintiff concluded a service agreement with 

Flash Mobile (then Pepkor Capital), a copy of which is attached marked “A”, in 

terms of which, inter alia, the plaintiff would provide services to Flash Mobile 

(‘the service agreement’).

5. In concluding the service agreement the plaintiff acted personally and Flash 

Mobile was represented by CJ Klem.

The shares exchange agreement

6. As at 31 January 2013, the following companies held shares as set out below:

6:1. ■ a company,known as Odvest 155 (Proprietary) Limited (‘Odvest’) held 

one liundrad percent of the issued share capital in Flash Mobile;

6.2. a company known as Pepkor Limited (‘Pepkor’) held seventy' five 

percent of the issued shares in Odvest:

.j . , 6.3. a' company < known as Little Swift Investment Holdings (Proprietary) 

■Limited ;(• Little Swift’) held twenty five percent of tire issued shares in 

Odvest.

7. On or about 31 January 2013, Little Swift concluded an agreement entitled 

“Exchange Agreement '' (‘the shares exchange agreement’) with Pepkor, 

Odvest and the company called Business Venture Investments No 1499 (RF) 

(Pty) Ltd (‘BVI’) in terms whereof Little Swift exchanged all of the shares which



it had previously held in Odvest for 480 031 ordinary shares in BVI (‘the BVI

shares’).

8. The shares exchange agreement was concluded at Parow.

9. In concluding the shares exchange agreement Mr Peter Berry represented Little 

Swift, Pepkor was represented by P J Erasmus, Odvest was represented by CJ 

Klera and BVI was represented by B Baisley.

10. A copy of the shares exchange agreement is annexed marked “B”.

11. At the time of the conclusion of the shares exchange agreement, BVI held some

16 104 262 ordinary shares in Pepkor. ' ’•

•.................................. ... ■■ *V;. ■;

The first addendum

. 12i On or about 21 May 2013. the plaintiff and Flash Mobile concluded an addendum

to the.service agreement, a copy of which is attached marked “C” (‘the first 

addendum.’). ■ •'

13. The first addendum was concluded at Parow.

14. In concluding the first addendum the plaintiff acted personally and Flash Mobile 

was represented by CJ Klem.

15. In terms of annexure “A” to the first addendum, the plaintiff was entitled, inter 

alia, to payment of a special bonus, to be calculated in accordance with the 

formula set out in clause 3.3 of the said annexure A to the first addendum,
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(referred to by the parties and in what follows, as the ‘underpin’) in the event 

that:

15.1. the profit after taxation of the combined businesses of Flash Mobile 

Vending (Pty) Ltd and two associated entities, Future Cell (Pty) Ltd and 

Flash IP (Pty) Ltd, earned during the 2017/2018 financial year (‘the 

PAT’), exceeded R104 000 000 (clause 3.1, read with the definitions in 

clause 3.2); and

15.2. the value of the BVI shares, calculated as at 30 September 2018 and in 

accordance with the provisions of a separate Put and Call Option

■ agreement between BVI and Little Swift, was below R96 194 849 (clause 

3.3 read with the definitions in clause 3.2).

The second addendum

16. On or about 10 July 2014, the plaintiff and Flash Mobile concluded a second 

addendum to the service agreement, a copy of which is attached marked “D” 

(‘the second addendum’).

17. The second addendum was concluded at Parow.

18. In concluding the second addendum the plaintiff acted personally and Flash 

Mobile was represented by CJ Klem.
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19. The second addendum amended the service agreement (and the first addendum) 

and provided that the plaintiff was entitled, inter alia, to payment of the underpin, 

in an amount to be calculated in accordance with the formula set out in clause 

3.3 of annexure A to the second addendum, in the event that:

19.1. the PAT exceeded R104 000 000 (clause 3.1, read with the definitions in 

clause 3.2); and

19.2. the value of the BVI shares and BVI2 shares, being 76716 ordinary shares 

heldsby Little Swift in the company K2013137280 (Pty) Ltd (‘BV12’), 

calculated as at 30. September 2018 and in accordance with the provisions 

of two separate Put and Call Option agreements between BVI, the related

• enLty B Vl2’an3.Little Swift, detailed hereunder, was below R96 194 849 

(clause- 3.3 read with the definitions in clause 3.2).

The arrangemeiit between the defendant, Pepkor, BVI and Steinhoff NV

20. During F ebruary 2015:

20.1 Pepkor undertook a share buy-back and purchased the shares which BVI 

held in Pepkor, for an amount of R3 080 242 835;

20.2. BVI subscribed for 32 215 class D ordinary shared in Newshelf 1093 

(Pty) Ltd (‘Newshelf) at a purchase consideration of R3 080 242 835;
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20.3. B VI, the defendant and Steinhoff Africa Holdings (Pty) Ltd concluded an 

exchange agreement (‘the exchange agreement’) pursuant to which BVI 

exchanged its shares in Newshelf for 51 703 157 ordinary shares in the 

defendant at an issue price of R57 per share;

20.4. The defendant was at the time a public company listed on the main board 

of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (‘JSE’);

20.5. The resultant value ascribed by the parties to the exchange agreement to 

the ordinary shares in the defendant acquired by BVI as aforesaid, was 

R2 947 079 949.

21. Pursuant to a scheme-of arrangement implemented in or about-December 2015:

.21.1.. the defendant was converted to a private company; . . •

21.2. its listing on the J SE was terminated; ; , . .... ,, ... .... - .

21.3. it became'S wholly-owned subsidiary of Steinhoff International Holdings 

NV (‘Steinhoff NV’), a public company listed on the Frankfurt Stock 

Exchange and inwardly listed on the main board of the JSE; and

21.4. BVI’s 51 703 157 ordinary shares in the defendant were exchanged for an 

equal number of shares in Steinhoff NV, on the basis that Steinhoff NV’s 

only asset, or only significant asset, was its shareholding in the defendant.
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22. As a result of the aforesaid scheme of arrangement (‘the scheme of 

arrangement’), BVI became a shareholder in Steinhoff NV.

The third addendum

23. Subsequent to the arrangement described above, on or about 18 May 2015 and 

at Cape Town, the plaintiff, acting personally and in reliance on the 

representation set out below, concluded a third addendum to the sendee 

agreement, (‘the third addendum’), with Flash Mobile, represented by CJ 

Klein, which provided for the deletion of the underpin provisions and in terms 

of which the plaintiff relinquished his right to the underpin. A copy of this 

agreement is attached marked “E”.

The plaiiVifFs claim in delict

(i) The representation

"2A Prior to and at tire time of the conclusion of the third addendum and the deletion 

of the underpin effected thereby, the defendant represented that its financial 

position was as it appeared from the defendant’s 2014 annual financial statement 

(‘the 2014 AFS’) (‘the representation’).

25. The representation was made by:

25,1. the publication to the general public, mcluding the plaintiff, of the 2014 

AFS; and
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25.2. the defendant’s failure to advise the general public, including the plaintiff, 

of the false statements included in the 2014 AFS which could or would 

have constituted price-sensitive information regarding defendant’s shares 

and thus the value of the BVI shares.

26. The defendant was obliged to advise the plaintiff, as member of the general 

public, of the false statements in the 2014 AFS in that:

26.1. the true facts regarding its financial position were within the defendant’s

exclusive knowledge; ‘ :

26.2. the defendant and its executives knew and intended, alternatively ought

to have kn.own, that the general public, including the plaintiff, would rely 

on the representation of the defendant’s financial position as it appeared 

from the 2014 AFS.

The representation was false, in that:27.

27.1. various transactions had been structured and implemented which had the 

result of substantially inflating the profit and asset values of the Steinlioff 

group (until August 2015 the defendant and its subsidiary companies) 

over an extended period;

27.2. fictitious or irregular transactions were entered into with parties said to 

be, and made to appear to be third-party entities and independent of the 

Steinhoff group and its executives, but which were in fact closely related
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to the defendant’s then chief executive officer, Markus Jooste, and other 

executives of the Steinhoff group or were controlled by Jooste and such 

other executives;

27.3. within the Steinhoff group, fictitious or irregular income was created at 

intermediary level, and then allocated to underperforming operating 

entities as so-called "contributions” that took different forms and either 

increased income or reduced expenses in those operating entities;

27.4. documents supporting fictitious or irregular transactions were often 

crested after the fact and backdated;

27.5. the, assets .and income of certain of the defendant’s European subsidiary

s. companies.were materially overstated and/or their liabilities materially 

understated;

2'’..6. it had the effect of overstating the defendant’s and Steinhoff NV’s 

financial position, and thus overvaluing the B VI shares.

28. The representation was;

28.1. false, to the knowledge of the defendant and its executives; alternatively 

they made the representations aware of the possible lack of truth thereof, 

and recklessly;

28.2. alternatively, negligent;
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28.3. in any event, made wrongfully.

29. The representation was materia] and was relied upon by the plaintiff and misled 

him when considering whether to release the underpin, as to the value of BVi’s 

shareholding in the defendant and the consequent value of the BVI shares, and 

thus the need for, and value of, the underpin.

30. But for the representation, the plaintiff would not have concluded the third 

addendum, thereby relinquishing his right to the underpin.

The revelation of the misrepresentation and the reduced value of the BVI shares

31. Tire misrepres.entaiiqn perpetrated in the mariner set out above, was revealed as 

follows:

3‘Ll., On 5.December 2017 Steinhoff NV released an ad hoc announcement

. . ; advising:the market that its audited results had been delayed pending-

further investigation. . n ■ :■ ■ •...■•

31.2. On 6 December 201'7 Jooste resigned as chief executive officer of 

SteinhoffNV, and the price at which Steinhoff NV’s shares traded on both 

the Frankfurt Stock Exchange and the JSE declined significantly.

31.3. On 2 January 2018 Steinhoff NV announced that its audited financial 

statements for the 2015 and 2016 financial years could not be relied upon 

and withdrew such statements, thereby confirming media reports
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regarding misstatements in Steinhoff NV’s and the defendant’s financial 

statements, including the 2014 AFS, that had commenced at the 

approximate time of the ad hoc announcement of 5 December 2017.

32. As a result of the aforesaid revelations, the value of BVTs shareholding in 

Steinhoff NV, and thus the value of the BVI shares, declined dramatically.

The value of the underpin and compliance with the conditions

33. The underpin was to be calculated with reference to clause 3.3 of annexure A to 

the second addendum, which refers to clause 4.1 of the "BVI put and call option 

agreement” and clause 4.1 of the “BVI2 put and call option agreement”.

34.. The ‘B VI put and call option agreement’ referred to in the second addendum was 

concluded in ;-wri^ipg-. between Little S wift, C H Wiese, Titan Premier 

, Investments (Ply) Ltd and BVI at Parow and on or about 31 January 2013 (‘the

J3VI pat and call option agreement’). A copy of the BVI put and call' option 

agreement is attached marked “F”.

35. In concluding the BVI put and call option agreement Little Swift was represented 

by Mr Peter Berry, Dr C H Wiese acted personally and also represented Titan 

Premier Investments (Pty) Ltd and BVI was represented by Mr Bruce Baisley.

36. The ‘BVI2 put and call option agreement’ referred to in the second addendum

was concluded in writing between Little Swift, C H Wiese, Titan Premier

Investments (Pty) Ltd and BVI2 on or about 18 June 2014 (‘the BV12 put and V
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call option agreement'). A copy of the BVI2 put and call option agreement is 

attached marked “G”.

37. Tn concluding the BVI2 put and call option agreement Little Swift was 

represented by Mr Peter Berry, Dr C H Wiese acted personally and also 

represented Titan Premier Investments (Pty) Ltd and BVI2 was represented by 

Mr Bruce Baisley.

38. The conditions for payment of the special bonus in terms of the underpin 

provisions contained in the second addendum were met in that:

38.1. the PAT (as defined) earned during 2017/2018 exceeded R104 000 000; 

and

38.2. i the combined value of the B VI a nd B VI2 shares, calculated with reference

- ■ to the BVI and BVI2 put and call option agreements (or otherwise) on 30 

'September 2018 was nil, and therefore less than the R96 194 849 referred- 

.. to in clause 3.3 of annexure A to the second addendum. . ,

39. But for the representation, the plaintiff would have been entitled to a special 

bonus of R13 191 129, calculated with reference to the formula set out in clause 

3.3. of the second addendum, as set out in annexure “H”.

40. In the premises, the plaintiff would, but for the representation and the conclusion 

of the third addendum, have been entitled to payment of the underpin calculated
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in accordance with the formula in clause 3.3 of amiexure A to the second 

addendum, in the amount of R13 191 129.

The plaintiff s damages

41. Accordingly and as a result of the defendant’s misrepresentation, the plaintiff 

has suffered damages in the amount of R13 191 129, being the underpin or bonus 

that he would have received had he not concluded the third addendum in reliance 

on that misrepresentation.

The plaintiffs alternative claim in terms of section 218 of the Companies Act

42. Tn ...terms of section 218(2) of the Companies Act, any person who contravenes 

any prevision of the: Act is liable to any other person for any loss or. damage 

suff ered by the latter person as a result of that contravention.
, 1 ' 1" 1 • .'. . .

43. By its publicatipa to the general public, mcluding the plaintiff of the 2014 AFS,

■ and of the material misstatements contained therein (as described above), the 

defendant contravened various provisions of the Companies Act, including:

43.1. section 22( 1), in that the defendant carried on its business recklessly; with 

gross negligence, with intent to defraud persons (including the plaintiff), 

and for a fraudulent purpose;

43.2. section 28(1), in that the defendant failed to keep accurate and complete 

accounting records as necessary to enable it to satisfy its obligations in
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terms of the Act with respect to the preparation of financial statements, 

such obligations being set out in section 29(1) of the Act;

43.3. section 28(3), in that the defendant, with an intention to deceive or 

mislead the general public, including the plaintiff, failed to keep accurate 

or complete accounting records and falsified or permitted to be falsified it 

accounting records;

43.4. section 29(1), in that the defendant provided financial statements, 

including annual financial statements, to the general public, including the 

plaintiff, which did not present fairly the state of affairs and business of 

the defendant and did not accurately explain the transactions and financial 

position of the business of the defendant and which did not accurately 

show die defendant’s assets, liabilities and equity;
- . f ■. ■ . . V. '

• 43.5.. section-29(2), in that the 2014 AFS prepared by the defendant were false 

\ ■ r ; and tnisleading in material respects, or incomplete in material particulars.

44 The; plaintiff has suffered loss or damage as a result of the aforesaid 

contraventions, as set out in paragraph 43 above.

45. In terms of section 218(2) of the Companies Act, the defendant is liable to the 

plaintiff for the loss or damage suffered by him, as set out in paragraph 42 above.

WHEREFORE the plaintiff claims: 

(a) Payment in an amount of R13 191 129;
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Interest on the aforesaid amount at the prescribed rate a tempora morae to date

of payment;

Further and/or alternative relief;

Costs of suit.

DATED at CAPE TOWN on this the day of 2020.

I C BREMRIDGE SC

Plaintiffs counsel

C&A FRIEDLANDER

3rd Floor : /

42 Keerom Street. x -•
CAPE TOWN
[Ref.: JAW/MBM/WH0257]
[Tel.: 021 487 7900]

THE REGISTRAR
HIGH COURT
CAPE TOWN

And to: STEINHOFF INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS (PROPRIETARY)
LIMITED



Building B2

Vineyard Office Park

Comer Adam Tas And Devon Valley Road
STELLENBOSCH
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